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S y n o p s i s
Effective use of lasers for materials processing applications requires 
a thorough knowledge of the fundam ental m echanism s governing 
the interaction of radiation with matter. A discussion of the highly 
non-linear laser-m ateria l in terac tion  is thus p resen ted . The 
research then focusses on alternative approaches to the non-linear 
analysis of laser m aterial processing through the application of 
genetic algorithm s and chaos theory. A genetic algorithm  is 
developed which predicts the laser cutting rate with good accuracy. 
The theory of deterministic chaos was exploited to investigate laser 
cutting of stainless steel; a new fundamental understanding of the 
interaction via the energy phase portrait was established. The 
construction of the phase portrait is illustrated.
The work then focusses on the actual design and implementation of 
a hybrid intelligent system for the tasking and control of a gas laser 
fo r m aterials processing . E xisting a rtific ia l in te lligence  (AI) 
methodologies are reviewed. A new AI topological technique is 
developed to fac ilita te  the design of a P roportional-In tegral- 
D ifferential Knowledge Based M anagem ent System (PID-KBM S). 
The final intelligent system comprises of the PID-KBMS and a Cone 
Decision Support System (CDSS). The CDSS provides on-line image 
acquisition  and analysis of the laser cu tting  process. The 
architecture of the hybrid intelligent system is illustrated.
The intelligent system source code was implemented in a M icrosoft 
Windows and UNIX XWindows environment using Borland C. The 
intelligent system is hosted by a Viglen 486 PC and a SUN-SPARC 4.
i v
A virtual graphical user interface is presented on the Viglen 486 
via the network.
A final evaluation of the investigations into : the non-linear 
ch a rac te ris tic s  o f la se r-m ate ria l in te rac tio n s  and p red ic tio n  
schemes, the AI topological technique for the design of AI control 
engines, the design and implementation of the PID-KBMS and CDSS 
are presented in the concluding chapter.
The a lgo rithm s and m ethods app lied  here in  have general 
ap p licab ility  to any non -linear con tro l p rob lem . F ina lly , 
recommendations for future research are given.
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INTRODUCTION
1.1 H is to r ia l Review of L asers
Prior to the developm ent of the laser, a sim ilar device which 
produces radio-microwaves was developed. This device was called 
the maser. The first maser was built by C.H. Townes and his 
associates at Columbia U niversity between 1951 and 1954. In 
1958, A.H. Schawlow and C.H. Townes [1] extended the principles of 
the maser to the possibilities of producing shorter wavelengths. In 
the summer of 1960, the first maser that produced visible light 
waves was developed by T.H. Maiman [2] of the Hughes Aircraft 
Company Laboratories. Maiman then coined the term, "Laser" an 
acronym for light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation. 
Maiman’s optical maser or laser used a single crystal of ruby as its
l
resonating cavity and hence was a solid state laser. In 1961, the
first successful gas laser using Helium Neon was put into operation
by Javan, Bernette and Harriott [3]. Extensive research on laser
development has been carried on since that time, which resulted in
developm ent of many lasers such as the Neodym ium  glass and
Neodym ium  (YAG) laser [4], the sem i-conductor laser and the
carbon dioxide laser [5]. The dom inant industria l m aterials
processing devices are Nd3+ YAG and carbon dioxide lasers. The
research herein concentrates on the optim isation and control of a 
C 0 2 laser for materials processing applications.
1.2 N o m e n c l a t u r e
a R = Rate of evaporation (kg/m 3sec)
A = Projected groove surface area (m ^)
Aj = Projected groove surface area in the x-y plane (m ^)
A2 = Projected groove surface area on the plane of symmetry
(m2)
bm = Total melt width (m)
bw = Depth of striations (m)
C = Specific heat capacity of the solid (kJ/kgK )
CQz = Carbon dioxide
8 = Absorption coefficient of m aterial (1/m)
8S = Density of the melt (kg/m3)
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Spot size diametre (m)
Diametre of beam (m)
Average energy removed through evaporation (J)
Average energy removed from the melt through 
the reactive gas (J)
Energy (J)
Maximum energy (J)
Fraction of material melted which is subsequently 
e v a p o ra te d
Hole depth as a function of time (m/sec)
Focal length (m)
Dynamic viscousity of the reactive gas (Nsecnrr2) 
Intensity  (W /m 2)
Maximum intensity (W /m2)
K I PC  = Thermal diffusivity (m2/sec)
Bessel function of the first kind and zero order 
Differential of ko with respect to Ur 
Reaction rate (kg/sec)
Kerf width (m)
Thermal conductivity (W/mK)
3
W avelength (^ m )
Beam divergence (m)
Striations frequency (Hz)
Latent heat of vaporization (kJ/kg)
Latent heat of fusion (kJ/kg)
Iteration step size
Partial solid material density (kg/m 3)
Solid workpiece density (kg/m 3)
A coordinate normal to the surface pointing into 
the workpiece
Reaction gas density (kg/m3)
N itrogen 
Power (W)
Heat Production rate (W/m3)
Heat source per unit thickness (J/m)
Heat of reaction (J)
Absorbed radiation power per unit volume at the 
surface of the irradiated body (W /m3)
Absorbed radiation power per unit volume at distance 
z from the surface of the irradiated body (W /m3)
Heat source (J)
Density (kg/m 3)
Radian position (m)
Molten layer reflectivity
Radius in 3 dimension = ijx2 +y2 + z2 (m) 
Reflectivity of material (1/m)
Melt thickness (m)
T
K d T  (W/m)
)
Time (sec)
Thickness of material (m)
Tem perature (K)
Normalised velocity per unit length (1/m) 
Velocity at the lower surface of cut (m/sec)
Reaction speed (m/sec)
Velocity of cut (m/sec)
Oscillations frequency of the kerf width (Hz)
Beam waist diameter at l/e^  intensity value of a 
Gaussian beam (m)
Normalised isotherm al power (P/zS)
Normalised isothermal width (Vbm/K*)
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Conduction integral
Jr
z = Depth of cut (m)
ZnSe = Zinc Selenide
1.3 C a rb o n  D ioxide (C O 2) L aser - an  outline
The laser system used in this research is the Ferranti MFKP, slow 
flow, longitudinal discharge CO2 laser. The laser can be operated in 
either the continous wave mode or pulsed mode. The peak power 
of the laser is 1.2 kW. The addition of nitrogen gas (N2) to the laser 
cavity results in the selective raising of the CO2 to the desired laser 
levels [6]. The high efficiency of the CO2 is largely attributed to the 
fact that low lying vibrational and rotational states require little 
energy for excitation and a substantial percentage of this energy is 
coupled out as laser radiation, i.e. the system has a high quantum 
efficiency. The laser cuts a workpiece using a CNC flying optics 
beam delivery system. The ZnSe lens has a diameter of 30mm and 
a focal length of 110mm. The nozzle outlet diameter is 1.5mm. 
Assum ing a Gaussian beam (Figure 1.1), the spot size or the 
diam eter of the beam  at 1/e2 of the beam intensity  can be 
ca lcu lated .
6
Intensity
Io/e2W2
Distance
Fig 1.1 Spatial intensity distribution for TEMoo laser beam
at W2,
E = E 0 exp ( l . D
The spot size, W2 is given by the formula (Fig 1.2) [7],
8 I F
W2 = T d ~ ( 1 2 >
8 * 1 0 .6 * 1 0 " 6 * 1 1 0 * 0 .0 0 1  
7T * 0.012
= 0.247 mm
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Unfocused beam diameter W2 (Spot diameter)
W1
Focal length
Fig 1.2 Calculation of the laser Spot size diameter
1.4 L a s e r  - m a te r ia l  in te ra c t io n
Since the 1960s, there have been many developments in the area of 
la se r techno logy  [7]. Due to its h igh  in te n s ity  and 
m onochromaticity, the laser has become one of the most powerful 
tool in physics and chemistry. In industry, the laser is used mainly 
for materials processing [8][9] [10]. The unique advantages of laser 
m aterial processing such as a highly localised heat affected zone, 
the ability to weld dissim ilar m aterials and cope with complex 
geom etries has led to extensive international research and many 
industrial applications [ 11 ][ 12]. The main m aterial processing 
applications are laser drilling, cutting, micromachining, welding and 
laser su rface  m od ifica tion  such as laser an n ea lin g , laser 
transform ation hardening, laser surface m elting (laser glazing), 
laser surface alloying and laser-induced chemistry. The main laser
8
processing param etres are wavelength, mode configuration, power 
den sity , foca l spo t d iam ete r, pu lse  d u ra tio n , d iv e rg en ce , 
polarization [13], pointing stability and feedrate. The main material 
properties are : reflectivity, absorption, thermal conductivity and 
diffusivity, melting and boiling tem perature, vapour pressure, heat 
of transition (fusion and vaporization), and chem ical properties, 
especially during reactive gas cutting [14]. In this thesis, the use of 
the laser as a cutting tool is investigated.
1.4.1 L a s e r  c u tt in g
In the m ajority of industrial laser cutting applications [15], a gas 
stream  is used to purge the melt, evaporated, or sublim ated 
m aterial from the kerf (Figure 1.3). One of the best known 
examples of laser processing is the cutting of steel. Here, high 
power lasers are used to produce energy densities that bring about 
m elting and vaporization of the m aterial. When oxygen is used 
instead of air, cutting and drilling velocities can be increased due to 
the exothermic reaction. This technique is widely used and has 
been extensively reviewed [16] [17] [18]. The lateral dimensions of 
the cuts are typically between 0.5 to 2 millimetres. The following 
sections will concentrate on the d ifferen t techniques of laser 
cutting. There are basically three main cutting processes:
(a) Vaporized cutting
(b ) Inert-gas assisted cutting.
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(c) Reactive-gas assisted cutting.
Direction of cutLaser and gas input
Molten metal
Erosion Front
metal
Ejected metal
Fig 1.3 Physical Mechanism of Laser processing
1.4.1.1 V a p o r iz e d  c u t t in g
In vaporized cutting, the beam energy heats the w orkpiece to
above its boiling point and material leaves as vapour and ejecta.
The cu tting  m echanism  can be view ed as the increase  in 
tem perature in the m aterial resu lting  in a phase transition . 
Vaporization cutting is normally used to cut thin sheet, since a gas 
jet would lead to the inadmissable deformation of the workpiece.
1.4.1.2 In e r t - g a s  a s s is te d  c u tt in g
The inert gas assisted cutting process is used to avoid burning 
dam age of flam m able m aterials and surface oxidisation. The
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physical mechanism of this process is to cut into the material and
set up a tem perature gradient to in itia te  the m elting of the
m aterial. The gas acts as a removal m echanism  to rem ove the
molten material as well as the vapour. The result is a clean cut
w ith  around one tenth  o f the pow er density  requ ired  for
vapourization cutting.
1.4.1.3 R e a c tiv e -g a s  a s s is te d  c u tt in g
The reactive gas je t assisted laser cutting process takes advantage 
of the energy supplied by the exothermic chemical reaction of the 
gas jet with the material being removed. The material burns in the
reactive gas je t when its surface temperature reaches the m aterial
ignition temperature threshold. The jet also blows the melt out of 
the cut region. The rate of cut depends on the rate of mass transfer
to the molten dross and diffusion through the dross to the ignition
front. The higher the gas je t velocity, the faster the chem ical
reaction and removal of the material. Since the burning process
provides additional energy, the laser energy per unit cut volume is 
decreased .
1.5 C h a ra c te r is tic s  o f th e  la s e r  beam
Laser radiation has a number of unique properties - high intensity 
(power) of electromagnetic energy flux, high m onochrom aticity and 
high spatial and temporal coherence. In order to understand the 
effects of laser m aterial interaction, it is im perative that the
l i
characteristics are reviewed. The six major characteristics of the 
laser beam which are critical when using the laser are :
(a ) Beam power
(b ) Beam Polarisation/cut direction
(c) W ave leng th
(d ) Transverse mode - Beam Divergence
(e) Focal spot size
(f) Pointing stability
1.5.1. B eam  p o w er
The beam power is the most fundamental characteristic of a laser. 
Laser m aterial processing is usually carried out with continuously 
radiating (CW) high power lasers [19] [20] or with pulsed radiation 
(see Figure 1.4). In recent years, pulsed lasers [21] [22] have been 
used for producing a series of holes, it has been used for cutting 
contours with sharp edges and bends, and for cutting special 
material such as stainless steel and copper [23]. In general, the 
highest CW power is obtained from CO2 lasers, whilst Nd-YAG lasers 
provide the highest peak power for pulsed operation. The power
coupled into the m aterial is largely influenced by the optical
properties of the m aterial. The m aterial absorptivity determ ines
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the fraction of the im pinging radiation energy that is actually 
absorbed by the material. In most cases, the absorbed radiation 
power density varies in the bulk of a solid according to Bouguer's 
Law [24]:
Absorption of light and subsequent energy transfers in the bulk 
m aterial occur via a different process in m etals, insulators and 
sem i-conductors. Power that is not absorbed by the m aterial is 
reflected back into the environment, hence, adjustm ent of the laser 
power is required to ensure that the power threshold required for 
material removal is exceeded. The absorptivity value is a variable, 
highly dependent on factors such as surface roughness, laser 
wavelength, phase and temperature of the material [25].
q v(z) = q0(l-R )ex p (-5 z ) (1 .3 )
Laser Power Laser Power
A A
time time
(a) Continuous Wave (b) Pulsed beam
Fig 1.4 Laser Beam temporal modes
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1.5.1.1 Beam po lar iza t ion
Light consists of transverse waves, in which the oscillating electric 
and magnetic fields oscillate sinusoidally. If  the electric vector 
oscillates in a single plane, then the light is plane polarized. A laser 
beam can be polarized into either : linear, c ircular or elliptical 
orientation [26]. The direction of polarization is an important factor 
not usually taken into account during m aterials processing. By 
orientating the polarization direction parallel to the cut direction in 
a plane polarized beam, more energy is absorbed by the front of 
the cut kerf. If the angle between the direction of cut and the 
polarization  plane increases, there w ould be a corresponding  
decrease in the power absorbed by the material.
1.5.2 W a v e l e n g t h
The wavelength is the characteristic spatial length associated with 
one cycle of v ibration of the e lectro -m agnetic  wave. The 
wavelength of a laser is a factor used in deciding the design of the 
laser optical equipm ent such as the optical resonator, lenses, 
m irrors, polarizers and windows. Absorption coefficient for a 
particular m aterial is wavelength dependent. For the CO 2 laser 
w avelength of 10.6/zm, m etals that are highly reflective; gold, 
silver, copper and aluminium reflect most of the radiation.
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1.5.3 T r a n sv e r se  mode
The angular d ivergence can be rela ted  to the beam  profile  
characteristed by the Transverse Electrom agnetic Mode TEM [27]. 
TEM modes can be written in the form TEMnm. The subscript n and 
m denote the number of nodes in directions orthogonal to the beam 
propagation (Figure 1.5) The sm allest angular divergence is the 
Gaussian spatial distribution or TEMoo mode, this is the best mode 
for laser cutting as it provides the greatest irradiance.
1.5.4 Focal Spot size
When a beam is focussed accurately on the workpiece surface, the 
maximum power density is obtained on the surface. The focal spot 
size is hence an im portant factor in relation to the efficiency of
(a) TEM (Gaussian) 
00
(b) TEM1q
Fig 1.5 TEM modes
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laser power coupling into the workpiece. The focal spot size is 
influenced by factors such as :
(a) T ransverse mode
(b ) D iffraction
When focussing a diffraction - limited laser beam with 
a lens, a longer focal length or higher f number 
corresponds to a larger focussed spot diametre.
(c) D ivergence
The beam divergence angle is proportional to the spot 
diametre ie. a large divergence implies a larger spot 
d iam etre .
(d ) Focussing beam diameter [28]
The focal spot diameter, dsp, and the focussing
beam diameter, D, for a Gaussian beam, are related by;
, 4 FX
d°r = l r t =1-2 F X  ( ! - 4 >
1.6 F u n d a m e n ta ls  o f L a s e r  M ach in in g
Laser m aterial processing [29] is a process that is dependent on 
many variables. For example, laser power, the formation of molten 
layers, process feedrate, etc. It is hence desirable that methods of 
m odelling the laser interaction process be developed to make it
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possible to calculate approximate data and plot relationships which 
before could only be obtained directly by a large number of time 
consum ing and costly experim ents. Approaches so far can be 
classified into two classes:
(a) Analytical solutions
The basic analytical solution governing the thermodynamic 
kinematics of the laser heating process is:
For a solid assumed to be homogenous and isotopic, equation 
(1.5) reduces to
y2 m  1 & T  _  P y ( X > y y Z t )
1 ~ k T i ------------K  U - 6>
Many analytical solutions for the laser-material interaction 
exist [30][31 ].
(i) Overall heat balance
P ( l - R )  = Vku t ; p ( C A T + L m + f L f ) (1.7)
(ii) Point heat source [32]
 exp(-
8 (jrkt)2
( x - x ' f  - ( y - y ' f  + ( z - z ' ) ‘i 
4 kt ( 1.8)
where the superscipt ' denotes instantaneous point source location.
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(iii) Disc heat source [32]
2
(1 .9 )
T(r,z, t )  =
p C ( x K t ) \ ( i k t  + f ^ -
(iv) Line source
Swifthook and Gick [33] established for a line source 
that a particular isothermal is described by :
(b ) Num erical solutions
There are numerous finite difference and finite elem ent 
models [34][35][36][37], which are based on differential 
equations derived from the conservation of energy. The 
finite difference method treats the effect of the laser- 
m aterial interaction parametres as time and tem perature 
dependent. This allows non-linearity to be considered 
during a sim ulation. The only disadvantage of this 
approach is that the method is very com putationaly  
in ten siv e .
( 1. 10)
X  = 2/rexp
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Process models have been developed that will simulate laser
machining in one, two and three dimensions, see Figure (1.6).
(a) Drilling (1 - Dimensional analysis)
(b ) Cutting/W elding (2 - Dimensional analysis)
(c) Turning/M illing (3 - Dimensional analysis)
1/
a. 1 -Dimension( drilling)
b. 2 - Dimension( cutting)
y z
z
z
c. 3 - Dimension( milling)
Fig 1.6 A schematic of 1.2 and 3 dimension machining
1.6.1 O ne d im e n s io n a l a p p ro a c h  (D rillin g )
L aser d rilling  is a process in which the beam in tensity  is 
sufficiently intense to overcome the material damage threshold and 
hence induce boiling and vaporization of the m aterial [38]. For 
drilling, the lasers are often operated in a pulsed mode. This is 
usually selected due to the fact that the reflectivity of the material 
is high at room temperature. A greater fraction of the power 
would be reflected if a CW laser were used. Using pulsed operation, 
the initially high reflectivity can be overcome more rapidly, i.e. 
when the temperature rises in the material, the reflectivity of the 
material decrease [39]. Many models for laser drilling exist [40]. 
Using the method of images [41], the temperature distribution for a 
workpiece of infinite thickness can be calculated as:
For a finite workpiece thickness, the temperature distribution is :
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'o Jo 2p C k ( t - t  )t. 4 k ( t  — t )
( 1.12)
mz(z+f[t  J)
^  n = oo n7c(z-flt
) + > cos--------
= 1 tz
1.6.2 Tw o d im ensional la se r  m ach in in g  (C u ttin g  a n d  
w e l d i n g )
Laser cutting is the most w idely used of all laser m achining 
processes. Extensive research work into the cutting process has 
been completed to date [42] [43 ] [44] [45] [46]. There are two main 
m odelling  approaches : sublim ation and fusion cu tting . In
m odelling  the two cutting  p rocesses, the sublim ation  m odel 
emphazies the effect of vaporisation whilst the fusion cutting model 
is based on the effect of melting, In laser cutting, a reactive or 
non-reactive gas je t is used to increase the rate of metal removal. 
A model proposed by Prof D. Schuocker based on the conservation 
of mass and energy flux [47] provides a relatively accurate model. 
From the mass equation for the reactive gas particles on the melt 
(equation 1.13) and the mass equation for the pure melted metal 
(equation 1.14), an energy balance can be derived (equation 1.15).
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M zQr = skwtzkRnRnR + skv nRvs + kwtz a RnR (1 .13 )
kwtzV no = skwtzkRnRnA + skwnAvs + kwtz a AnA (1 .14 )
The net energy gain of the molten layer due to the reactive gas flow 
is :
------------------- V-------a~A— V---- a T  "  (1 .15 )
dt  qB + s**(— + — )(— + — ) rBtz s tz s
maximizing equation (1.15);
d E
(1 t )netR = e* k* t* V n ° (1 .16 )
The velocity (equation 1.17) of the ejected molten metal and the 
thickness (equation 1.18) of the erosion front were also derived;
v' = 1 j ± v*  ( L 1 7 )
2k T  kn [ l k )  <1-18)
V T }K ( V k J ^
The quality of cut is a function of the roughness of the cut kerf. 
This roughness is due to the presence of striations, which is the 
result of the periodic oscillation of the molten m aterial, this is 
controlled by complex boundary layer interactions. In order to 
have a good quality cut, these periodic striations must be kept to a 
very close interspacing. A physical way to do this is to use a
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continuous high Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF) laser. Equations 
(1.19) and (1.20) derived by Prof. D. Schuocker determ ine the 
depth of striations and the frequency of the striations respectively. 
From the equations, it can be concluded that the velocity of the cut 
and the power of the laser beam are the two main parametres to be 
considered in the cutting or welding process.
bu, = 4 ~ TT 0 (1 .19 )
« 2 nV
X' = —  (1-20)
Two dimensional analysis of laser welding [48][49] [50] is usually 
performed using the heat transfer approach similar to that of laser 
cu tting .
The heat required for melting a metal plate of thickness tz, at speed 
V [51]:
q m 8K n i + ^
1.6.3 T h re e  d im e n s io n a l la s e r  m a c h in in g  (M illin g )
Three dimension laser machining is used mainly for bulk material 
rem oval with two or more laser beams. The relative angular
position of the beams provides the shape axis during the m illing 
action. Three-dimensional modelling is based on the approach of
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laser grooving. A model proposed by George Chryssolouris [52] is 
as follows (Figure 1.7)
dTE(x,y,z)A1 = -  k -  I A + pLvA2d norm ( 1.22)
Assuming a Gaussian laser beam intensity;
n, s (1 - R ) P  , x2 + y2s
p ( x ' y ' z ) =  - ^ r exp {— ^ F )
(1 .23 )
r(z) = ( 1 + ( f  )2K Rf,
(1 .24 )
T = To
T=To
dT/dy = dT/dz
dt/dx = 0
Fig 1.7 Control volume for three dimension analysis
1.7 L a s e r -m a te r ia l  in te r a c t io n  a n a ly s is  a n d  c o n tro l
Due to the high capital and operating costs of laser system s, 
econom ic viability in installing a laser as a machine tool must be
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justified  in terms of : good degree of repeatability , high metal 
removal rates, high dimensional accuracy and good quality surface 
finish. The laser-material interaction is a highly non-linear process; 
hence, optim al operating param etres i.e. power, feedrate, focal 
position ... are established by ad  hoc  experience based techniques. 
Slight changes in either the laser focal height, gas pressure, feed 
rate may result in transient and unpredictable behaviour o f the 
cutting process. The current practice in the prediction of laser 
machining control param etres has significant disadvantages. The 
m ost prom inent being the time spent in calibrating the laser- 
m aterial in teraction characteristics. N ot only m ust there be 
calibration experiments conducted for all thicknesses of a specific 
m aterial, a different set of calibrations must be conducted for each 
different material. The ad  hoc  trial and error approach, which at 
times produces acceptable cut quality, often results in non-optim al 
m achining conditions. Power fluctuations and local changes in 
m aterial com position can lead to inconsistencies in the cut kerf 
w idth and cut quality; hence, to date, a lot of work has been 
conducted to try to control the laser-m aterial m achining process. 
The objective of the research described in the following chapters is 
to establish models and methods with which to overcome the afore­
m entioned  d isadvan tages of laser-m ateria ls p rocessing . The 
research has been conducted in three stages:
(a ) Prediction of optimal operation parametres for 
pulsed laser cutting.
An evolutionary prediction scheme has been
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developed so that a set of optimum machining 
parametres can be predicted by a method that is 
not obstructed by the non-linearities that defeat 
a more conventional mathematical model.
(b ) Investigation into the non-linear characteristics of 
laser-m aterial in teractions.
Although many models exists, i.e. analytical and 
num erica l, that describe  the la se r-m ate ria l 
inter-action over lim ited regions of operation, 
they cannot follow  the trajectory  of control 
param etres over any ex tended  o p e ra tio n a l 
envelope. These prediction schemes always lead 
to regim es of unstable tran sien t behav iour 
where the model is invalid. The theory of chaos 
has been used to investigate  these transien t 
phenomena. The energy phase portrait of the 
laser-m aterial in teraction process is produced 
and used for the p red ic tion  o f the laser 
operating conditions.
(c) Development of an intelligent control, tasking and 
forecasting system for the laser manufacturing system.
This treatise aims to produce a solution to the 
design, developm ent and im plem entation of an 
intelligent system for the control and tasking of 
an existing carbon dioxide laser at the University
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of Glasgow. A new topological technique for 
designing both process and know ledge control 
has been developed for the design stage of the 
in te llig en t system . The in te llig en t system  
provides direct computer control facilities for the 
manufacturing system pulser and work handling 
units. Furtherm ore, it p redicts the required  
opera ting  co n d itio n s fo r sp ec ific  m a te ria l 
processing tasks. C losed-loop control is also 
incorpora ted  into the in te llig en t system  to 
com pensate for any process d isturbances. A 
com puter vision discrim inator system  has been 
built to provide a vision judgem ent facility for 
the analysis of the exit spark cone during laser 
processing.
The final hybrid intelligent system provides control, tasking and 
forecasting functions for the laser m anufacturing system in addition 
to providing a consultation-teaching facility to train new users in 
laser m aterial processing. F inally , the research  dem onstrates 
methods that are extremely powerful in dealing with a highly non­
linear control problem . These m ethods are therefore generally 
applicable for the control of all other non-linear systems.
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2 EVOLUTIONARY PROCESS PREDICTION AND OPTIMIZATION FOR LASER 
MATERIAL INTERACTION
2.1. In tro d u ct io n
Producing complex [1], high quality components often made from 
exotic refractory materials is an ongoing problem in manufacturing. 
These problem s are usually solved utilising specialised m achines 
which often reduce the flexibility of the machining process. It is 
possible for the output of a laser of sufficient power to raise the 
tem perature of any material in excess of its phase transform ation 
lim it resulting in melting and evaporation; hence, a laser may be 
used as a machine tool [2][3][4][5]. Existing applications software 
p ro v id e s  o p e ra to rs  w ith  an in te ra c tiv e  m ethod  o f  p a rt 
programming. The integration of the laser system, CAD/CAM and 
au tom ated  w orkpiece handling  equ ipm ent serves to fu rther 
automate the system. The interaction of laser light with matter is a
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re la tive ly  com plex phenom enon. An understand ing  o f the 
laser/m aterial interaction process, is hence crucial; a great amount 
of research has been conducted in this area which has resulted in a 
substantial body of literature [6][7][8]. Numerous models defining 
the conditions and variables affecting the laser/m aterial interaction 
have been developed and applied to physical applications with 
remarkable success [9] [10]. For the industrial applications of laser 
m aterials processing, it is im portant to optim ise all the process 
param eters. This leads to the maximum processing speed and 
normally the lowest production costs. The quality criteria may be
different for different applications. A method is hence required to
perform  this optimal selection for this highly non-linear process. 
Recently, genetic algorithm s (GA) [11] [12] have been studied to 
solve many com binatorial problem s. Genetic algorithm  system s
start with a fixed population of data structures which are used to
perform specified tasks. After m ultiple attempts at executing the 
tasks also known as evolution, each of the participating structures 
is tagged and rated with a specific utility value quantifying its 
p e rfo rm an ce .
2.2 N o m e n c la tu r e
a = Thickness of the material (m)
b = Kerf width (m)
CW = Continuous wave
8 (T) = Absorption coefficient as a function of temperature
(1/m)
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Genetic algorithm
Intensity of the laser beam (W /m2)
Heat affected zone (m)
Pulse separation (Hz)
Pulse length (sec)
Latent heat of fusion (kJ/kg)
Mass of material removal (kg)
Pulse repetitive frequency (Hz)
Power of laser (W)
Pulse power (W)
Total power absorbed by the material (W) 
Density of material (kg/m3)
Reflectivity of the material 
Time (sec)
Tem perature (K)
Am bient temperature (K)
M aterial melt temperatuer (K)
Velocity of the cut (m/sec)
Direction of radiation propagation (m)
2.3 Outline of the industrial laser and the cutting process
The characteristics of laser radiation have been studied extensively 
as they represent both singly and collectively a com pletely new 
type of energy source with properties not previously achievable 
(i.e. wavelength, coherence, power output, etc.). It is due to these 
characteristics that lasers are now used in num erous comm ercial 
applications. In this paper, we are interested in the use of the laser 
(a MFKP CO2 laser) in manufacturing, particularly in the cutting of 
m aterials. The cutting process is essentially  one of m aterial 
removal from the cut or kerf, except in the case of thermal fracture. 
For continuous cutting, using a pulsed laser, a series of overlapping 
holes results in a continuous cut. Although the absorption of most 
metals [13] is low at the output wavelength of the CO2 laser, the 
cutting effectiveness of a CO2 laser is quite high for ferrous metals, 
titanium  and other m etals which react exotherm ically  w ith the 
cu tting  gas; absorption also increases rapidly  as the surface 
tem perature rises. High cutting rates are achieved in this way at 
m oderate  values of laser pow er which w ould o therw ise  be 
insufficient to remove the volume of material contained in the kerf. 
The most controlling factors for a good cut quality is the pulse and 
mean beam power, pulse repetition frequency, pulse length and 
feedrate for a particular m aterial[14]. Both an initial threshold 
level of power and feedrate are required to initiate the cut which is 
dependent on the w orkpiece reflectiv ity  and rate  of therm al 
diffusion from the cut region of the m aterial. These threshold 
levels are also dependent on surface finish and the presence of
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oxide films. For a good manufacturing process, production costs - 
which are related to m anufacturing time - should be m inimized.
For cutting, operation at an optimum value of power and feedrate 
is essential. To obtain an optimum or maximum velocity, optimum 
values of pulse power, pulse length and pulse repetition frequency 
must be determined.
2.4 Continuous wave and pulse mode
Typically laser cutting is performed utilising either a solid state or 
gas laser. Solid state lasers are usually pulsed and used for low 
pow er m aterial processing  due to their low energy transfer 
efficiency, For high mean power material processing, gas lasers are 
usually operated in continuous wave (CW) mode. CW lasers are 
capable of cu tting  rates o f several m eters per m inute for 
thicknesses up to 10mm. M aterial processing [19] is enhanced 
when the laser beam is coupled with the addition of a reactive gas 
( O 2) je t or electric arcs for ferrous materials [20]. Absorption of 
laser radiation in a hom ogenous m aterial and its transform ation
into heat follows the Beer Lambert law.
dl = - 5(T) I dx (2 .1)
The absorption of most material increases as the temperature of the
m aterial increases. In the cutting of highly reflective m aterials 
such as alum inium  or stainless steel, which have high in itial 
reflectivities, the pulsed mode of operation is more effective than 
CW. The reason is that in CW mode, most of the input power is
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reflected by the high reflectivity material. In pulsed mode there is 
an initial power spike and higher instantaneous power which raises 
the surface tem perature rapidly, low ering the reflectiv ity  which 
results in enhanced absorption. The properties of a pulsed gas laser 
[15][16] are intermediate between those of pulsed solid state and 
CW gas lasers, in that the beam properties are better than those of 
CW lasers, whilst their mean output powers are much higher that 
those of pulsed solid state lasers. Cutting material with a pulsed 
laser is very useful when cutting contours with rapid changes in 
direction [17]. In pulse laser cutting, the time scale for heating, 
melting and vaporization are much faster than in the CW mode. 
Due to the enhanced power density at the surface of the workpiece, 
the m olten layer form ed during laser cutting reaches a higher 
temperature than with CW laser cutting and thus the liquid has a 
low er viscosity. As a result, the ejection of m olten m aterial, 
including slag, is facilitated and the formation of dross is reduced. 
Due to the ON/OFF ratio available, a reduced average power acts on 
the workpiece, and therefore the cutting speed is also reduced. 
Thus cutting with the laser in pulse mode produces a better cut 
quality but with reduced cutting speed.
2 .5  O ptim al problem
For laser and m aterial-interaction processes, due to the different 
absorptivity and reflectivity of the m aterials, there is a certain 
power threshold below which m elting/evaporation of the m aterial
w ill not occur. The optimal mean pow er requirem ents are a
function of a tuple of attributes comprising the pulse power, pulse
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frequency and pulse length [18]. The pulse length has to be long 
enough to heat up a significant material volume for cutting. For 
this study, when the pulse length is increased, the pulse frequency 
has to be decreased since the average power is selected to be 
constant. At a certain value of the pulse length, the energy flux of 
the laser beam is sufficient to sustain a constantly evaporating or 
melt phase, this results in a constant temperature at the cut front. 
W hen this threshold value of the pulse length is exceeded, two 
adverse metal cutting defects occurs.
(a) The long pulse length allows the cut temperature 
gradient to decay at the end of the pulse, resulting in 
a rapid cooling of the cut kerf and the formation of 
d ross.
(b ) The high pulse repetition frequency results in the 
overlapping of the heat affected zone between the end
of a pulse and the start of the next pulse. The total
m ateria l surface tem pera tu re  rise  can induce the
formation of a plasma plume which reduces the energy 
transfer efficiency from the laser beam to the material
surface.
In principle, there are an infinite number of combinations of pulse 
pow er, pulse length and pulse frequency which lead to the same
value of the average power. From equation (2.2), it can be seen
that this average power can be represented as a three dimensional
surface in the pulse power (Pp), pulse length (Ap) and pulse
frequency (Af) (Figure 2.1) .
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Average Power = Pp * Ap * Af ( 2 . 2 )
Pp Power (W)
Plane of 
average 
\  power
(0,0,0)
Pulse
Length
(sec)
Xf
Pulse Frequency(Hz)
Fig 2.1 The surface of average power defined bv Pp. A1 and Af.
2.6 Outline of genetic algorithm
In the area of autonomous learning, there are several approaches 
[21].
(i) One approach exploits a small network of neurons
(ii) A second approach utilises adaptive param eter 
a d ju s tm e n t
(iii) A third, is in the use of self adapting stochastic automata 
m odels
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(iv ) A fourth approach utilises survival of the fittest 
through population genetics (GA)
This work exploits the GA approach (iv) for an optimisation search. 
At the initialisation stage the genetic system receives a valid tuple 
from the environm ent, it then searches for all population pairs
which have a first member matching the input first member. From 
those that match, the first one found having the highest utility 
value is selected and the second input member is returned as the 
new search criteria. If no match is found, a random ly selected 
member is used to generate the next new state. This fitness mode 
carries on until all the members of the environm ent have a utility 
value. The new generation is created from the old population by 
first selecting a random block of the members having the highest 
utility value. From these, offsprings are obtained by the application 
of both:
(a) C rossover
(b ) Inversion or mutation operators
Each offspring inherits a utility value from one of the parents and
the resultant parent population with the low est utility value are
discarded. The whole system e v o lv e s  until it has learnt all the
optimal moves (Figure 2.2)
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START
Cross Over
Mutation
NO
YES
END
Stable population
New generation
New population induced
Population Initialization
Compute Fitness utility values
Fig 2.2 Genetic algorithm
2 .7  M odel/C ost function
Successful models describing the interaction kinetics betw een a 
laser and the w orkpiece are available as fin ite-elem ent models 
[20] [21] or analytical models [22] [23]. The model derived here acts 
as a cost function to provide the selective survival utility value for 
the individual population generated by the GA. Assuming a quasi- 
stationary state, the approach to the analytical derivation of the
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basic model is to assume that cutting of the material occurs only at 
melting. A reactive gas je t provides forced convection to remove 
the liquid metal. This serves as an im portant criteria during the 
experimental stages in identifying the validity of the model and the 
predicted pulsed power param eters. Based on the geom etry in 
Figure 2.3, the physics governing the cutting mechanism  can be 
described by an energy flux balance equation. Taking a time, t, the 
power absorbed by the material, (l-r)P  (where r is the reflectivity 
of the material), heats up a cylindrical volume of a depth equal to 
the m aterial skin penetration depth ju st below the focus of the 
beam. The total power is then transferred into the material to heat 
and melt it. Hence, in analytical power balance form;
( l - r ) P  = Ptotal (2 .3)
Rewriting (2.3) in energy form:
t [(1 - r ) P ]  = mC{Tmelt -  Tambient) + mLv (2 .4)
From (2.4),
t=
mCjTmelt -  Tambient) + mLv  
(1 - r ) P (2 .5)
Referring to Figure 2.3, assuming that the time for a point source to 
move from an origin point to the e '2 value of the laser intensity is 
equal to the time required for a good cut.
equating (2.5) with (2.6);
mCjTm elt -  Tambient) + mLv _  R
( l - r ) P  " Vcut ( 2 *7 )
but m = abRp, therefore, for continuous wave laser cutting :
(1- r)P
Vcut = abp[C(Tmelt -  Tambient)+ Lv] (2 .8)
and for pulsed laser cutting, the velocity of cut is :
q - r ) P p *kp *Xf  
cut abp[C(Tmelt-Tambient)+ Lv] (2 .9)
keyhole due 
to laser 
power 
coupling
a ?
Fig 2.3 A sim plified  geom etry  o f la s e r  c u t t in g
Although equation (2.8) is a relatively simple model, it elucidates 
the most important features of laser cutting and provides a model 
which is easy to use for real applications (see results section). The
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m odel identifies salient control criteria for an effective cut and
estimates the energy input from the reactive gas jet.
2.8 Experimental Procedures
The experiment was carried out on a Ferranti, MFKP, co-axial gas- 
assisted 1.2 kW CO2 laser (see Figure C -l). The laser is able to run 
either in a continuous mode or pulsed mode. The focal length of the 
zinc selenide lens, focusing the beam onto the workpiece, is 110mm 
(F igure  2 .4) In order to m aintain  a standard  con tro lled
environm ent, certain param eters have to be pre-set and rem ain 
constant throughout the experiment. The cutting experim ent was 
carried out by offsetting the nozzle height to 0.6m m  from the
surface of the workpiece. The reactive gas used is oxygen at a
pressure of 2bar. The workpiece used is commercial mild steel, BS 
1449-CR4 (K = 71 W/mK, C = 0.46J/gK, Tmelt = 1490C, Lv = 
0 .2 7 2 * 1 0 6  J/kg). The beam is delivered through a 1.3mm diameter 
nozzle.
cutting gas
Laser beam
cut direction
cut material
A schematic diagram of the laser arrangement
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The beam operates in the TEMoo Gaussian mode, the spot size is 
calculated to be approximately 0.247 mm. This value was validated 
by measuring the kerf width from a cut workpiece under a preset 
cutting environment. Mild steel samples of thickness 1mm to 6mm 
were initially cut in continuous wave mode at high power (addition 
of nitrogen, P = 1.2 kW) and then low power (absence of nitrogen, P 
= 600W ), the feedrate was based on the theoretically predicted cut 
velocity. These experiments were conducted to validate the physics 
represented in the model when predicting cut perform ance. The 
genetic algorithm was then run on a SUNSPARC workstation to 
generate  a range of pulse lengths and pulse separations for 
different values of laser mean power. The predicted pulse values 
and velocity were then used to cut the corresponding workpiece. 
E xperim ental resu lts o f the cut obtained show a favourable 
accuracy in relation to the predicted values.
2.9 Experimental results  
2.9.1 Continuous mode
The analytical model provides a range of cut velocities for the 
d ifferent workpiece thicknesses (1mm - 6mm) of the workpiece. 
Experim ental velocity values for the cut at high and low power 
were obtained and tabulated against the theoretical velocity values 
(see table 2.1). The graphs (see graph 2.1, graph 2.2) obtained 
show an average deviation of approxim ately 30% betw een the 
derived model's velocities and the actual cut velocities (see graph
2.3, graph 2.4). Hence this justifies the use of the analytical model
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as the fundam ental equation to govern the characteristics of the 
laser/m aterial interaction kinetics.
Thickness
(mm)
CW Power 
(W)
Vtheory
(mm/min)
Vactual
(mm/min)
Velocity
error(%)
1 1000 8110 5300 34.6
2 1000 4059 2700 33.48
3 1000 2706 2000 26.09
4 1000 2029 1420 30
5 1000 1623 1200 26
6 1000 1353 800 38
1 400 3247.3 2320 28.5
2 400 1623.6 1460 10
3 400 1082.4 840 22.4
4 400 811.83 600 24.5
5 400 649.4 480 26
Table 2.1 Tabulated values of theoretical cut velocity 
against actual cut velocity
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2.9 .2  Pulsed mode
In the oxygen assisted cutting of mild steel, BS 1449-CR4, the 
quality of the cut and kerf width in the workpiece is significantly 
affected by the cutting speed. Broadly, the quality of the cross 
section can be classified into (1) self-burning, (2) dross clinging, (3) 
gouging and (4) dross free (see Figure 2.5). Photographs of the mild 
steel cut surface using the GA for the prediction scheme can be seen 
in Figure 2.5(v) and Figure 2.5(vi). The criteria for a good cut 
accepted for the tabulated results is in the attainm ent o f a dross 
free cut.
Large
Heat effected 
Zone
Fig 2.5(i) S e l f - b u r n i n g
clinging dross
Fig 2.5(ii) D ross c l i nging
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Fig 2.5(iii) G o u g in g
dross free cut 7
Fig 2.5(iv) D ross free  c u t
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Fig 2.5(v) Photographs of laser cut 2mm thick mild
stee l
(a) GA Predicted laser parameters
(b) Tuned laser parameters
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Fig 2.5(vi) Photographs of laser cut 3mm thick mild 
stee l
(a) GA Predicted laser parameters
(b) Tuned laser parameters
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2.9.2.1 Prediction o f  optimal pulse length and pulse
separation for high power cut.
The populations of the pulse-length and pulse-separation generated 
from GA were found to converge upon a set of optimal values at the 
1024th iteration. However, due to the physically available range of 
pulse repetition frequency, pulse separation and feedrate  o f the 
MFKP CO 2 laser, the GA optimum predictions have to be fine tuned 
to stop at a generation of 10. Setting the population size at 30, 
chrom osom e length at 10, cross over probability  at 0.98 and 
mutation probability at 0.04.
At each 10th generation of the GA in predicting the optimum pulse 
length and pulse separation, it can be seen that the values obtained 
show a close accuracy to the experimental results (table 2.2, graph 
2.5). It should be noted that at each optimal value of the pulse 
length predicted, a schema of the coding "01*****111" was noted to 
be present. This implies that there exists a window of pulse control 
parameters that will produce a good, dross free cut for any range of 
the thickness of the workpiece.
String Pulselength 
(10 ^Sec)
Parents Cross-site New String New Pulse­
length 
(10 -1 Sec)
1100101101 0.016060 27,18 6 0111101101 0.016656
0101101101 0.014208 27,18 6 0110001010 0.019516
Table 2.2 Table of the 10th GA generation for 1mm 
thickness
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String Pulselength 
(10 ^Sec)
Parents Cross-site New String New Pulse­
length 
(10 -1 Sec)
0100111100 0.011264 3,19 1 0010111001 0.017256
0001001000 0.012468 3.19 1 0110111000 0.010352
0100101111 0.011072 9,12 5 1101101001 0.019548
0010101011 0.019264 9,12 5 1001101101 0.020268
0010111011 0.017452 3.18 4 0100101101 0.018272
0010101110 0.013640 3,18 4 1100111100 0.014004
1101101101 0.015284 30,23 6 0100110101 0.014172
0101110111 0.018232 30,23 6 1011101011 0.01544
0010011111 0.014616 11,10 8 0010101111 0.020040
1001101001 0.012216 11,10 8 0101110111 0.018216
0010111011 0.017096 30.17 3 0111101001 0.012368
0101101101 0.014872 30,17 3 0100101011 0.014944
0101101001 0.011336 27,15 1 0101101001 0.016572
0101100111 0.013216 27,15 1 0111101010 0.017564
0101101001 0.015784 18,13 1 1010111011 0.013520
0100101101 0.014940 18,13 1 0100101111 0.016944
0010111001 0.015992 21,4 6 0101001000 0.014092
0101111011 0.011544 21,4 6 0001001111 0.016880
0101001111 0.013672 25,11 6 0100101111 0.017220
0000111100 0.010144 25,11 6 0010010111 0.015940
1011100101 0.016260 20,26 5 0101100111 0.019744
1101101101 0.013200 20,28 5 0111011011 0.020816
Table 2.2 Table of the 10th GA generation for 1mm 
thickness fContinuecO
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String Pulselength 
(10 ^Sec)
Parents Cross-site New String New Pulse­
length 
(10 -1 Sec)
0100100101 0.013108 20,28 2 1100101001 0.011836
0011000110 0.016136 20.28 2 0001111011 0.013672
0111101011 0.015448 3,15 1 0101101101 0.014264
0001101101 0.016596 3,15 1 0100111100 0.018364
0101001100 0.009932 3,14 9 010001111 0.017464
0100101011 0.014624 3.14 9 0001101100 0.013108
Table 2.2 Table of the 10th GA generation for 1mm 
thickness (Continued")
0.022
S 0.020 ■
0.018 -
O 0.016 - 
rS 0.014 -
S 0.012 -
"  0 . 0 1 0  -
0.008
30200 1 0 string number
old population 
new population
Graph 2.5 Graph of GA generated pulse length for laser 
cutting of a 1mm thickness workpiece at mean 
power = 800 W.
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2.9.2.2  Prediction of optimum pulse length and pulse
separation for a range of power
A 3mm thick workpiece was cut under the same laser controlled 
environment. The average power was then set at 100 W, 200 W, 
300 W, 400 W and 600 W. The GA was run up to 20 generations 
with the same genetic settings. A range of pulse lengths and pulse 
separations were obtained and experim ental ju s tif ic a tio n  was 
carried out. Tabulated results can be seen in table 2.3 and table
2.4. Graphs (graph 2.6, graph 2.7, graph 2.8) plotted for the 
theoretical velocity against experimental velocity and the predicted 
pulse param eters show that on average, the accuracy of the
predictions is about 5%.  Graphs 2.9.1 to 2.9.5 show the results of 
applying the GA algorithm to the prediction of the optimium laser 
pulse parameters for a particular laser mean power. Several local 
maximas were found during the generation of the populations of 
pulse length and pulse separation for a specific mean power.
However, due to the physical working limitations of the laser, only 
the set of optimal pulse lengths and pulse separations which lies
within the working range can be accepted for the material cutting
process.
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Mean Power(W) 
3mm thick mild 
steel
Vtheoretical
(mm/min)
Vactual
(mm/min)
%velocity
error
Pulselength 
(*10-5 sec)
100 270.61 255 6 10
200 540.223 500 7.6 21.55
300 811.33 605 6 36.99
400 1082.44 1145 -5.46 57
600 1623.669 1675 -3.16 129
Table 2.3 Table of optimal cut velocity for different mean 
power s
2000
1000 -
o
o
*3
>
-tJ
o 100 200 300 400 500 600
Vtheory
Vactual
Power(W)
Graph 2.6 Graph of cut velocities against power variations 
for 3mm thickness workpiece.
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Graph 2.7 Graph of cut velocities against predicted pulse 
length for 3mm thickness workpiece.
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Graph 2.8 Graph of cut velocity errors against power 
variations for 3mm thickness workpiece.
From graph 2.6, an interesting point to note is that at a mean power 
input of 400 W and 600 W, the actual cut velocity becomes greater
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than the predicted velocity for the same set of pulse lengths and 
pulse separations. The reason for this change is that from 100 W to 
300 W, the pulse length predicted was too short to cut through the 
workpiece; hence, the actual feedrate has to be slow, but for the 
higher laser power, the pulse length predicted was sufficiently long 
to cut through the 3mm material, resulting in a higher cut velocity.
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Total CrossOver Total Mutations Pulse_length
(sec)
Pulse_Separation
(sec)
14 49 0.0000435 0.0001016
29 99 0.0000857 0.0002
44 152 0.0000857 0.0002
59 201 0.0001266 0.0002954
74 245 0.0001283 0.0002994
89 290 0.0001570 0.0003664
102 352 0.0001699 0.0003964
117 403 0.0001951 0.0004553
132 445 0.000223 0.0005416
147 500 0.0002230 0.0005204
161 554 0.0002321 0.0005416
175 599 0.0002490 0.0005809
189 650 0.0002676 0.0006244
204 689 0.0002906 0.0006780
219 729 0.0002974 0.0006939
234 770 0.0003327 0.0007764
249 827 0.0003327 0.0007764
264 876 0.0003383 0.0007894
279 914 0.0003579 0.0008351
294 966 0.0003699 0.0008632
Table 2.4 Table of predicted pulse length for mean power 
(300 W) for 3mm thickness workpiece
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Graph 2.9 Graph of pulse separation versus pulse length
for 3mm thickness workpiece
2.9.1 Power = 100 W
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2 .9 .2  Power = 200 W
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2.9.3 Power = 300 W
Pulse_separation (sec) 
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2 .9 .4  Power = 400 W
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2.9 .5  Power = 600 W
Pulse_separation (sec)
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3.0. Conclusion
The analytical model derived gives a good approxim ation to the
actual cut mechanism as seen from the results tabulated from the
high and low power operations. Usage of this model as the cost 
function for the genetic algorithm hence is validated. The GA
predicted the optimal pulse length and pulse separation, together 
with the theoretical feed rate for laser cutting mild steel, BS1449- 
CR4. Promising results were obtained in comparison with the actual 
cutting process. The criteria for identifying a good quality cut is a 
smooth finish, narrow cut kerf, small heat affected zone (HAZ) and 
dross free cut cross section. A model which takes no account of 
vapor or plasm a formation was derived and used as the cost 
function for the GA. During experimentation, only the cross section 
of cut material which shows no dross, no self-burning and a small 
kerf w idth were recorded. A rapid  and rela tive ly  accurate
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prediction m echanism  is presented by ’’tun ing” the GA to the 
number of generations required to produce a reasonably optimum 
pulse length, pulse separation and cut velocity for a good cut. The 
generation was set at 10 due to lim itations im posed by the 
particular laser design on maximum p.r.f (2kHz). The findings of a 
greater cut efficiency with a high pulse repetitive frequency using 
the GA predictions is in agreement with the findings of another 
LOSEG (Laser and Optics System Engineering Group) research 
program m e into  laser m ateria l/in teractions. T his approach to 
pulsed laser/material interaction prediction can be used for cutting 
other m aterials if their thermodynamic properties are known. By 
using this mechanism, a pr iori  prediction can be utilised as a first 
step and then fine-tuned by introducing correction factors to the 
GA in respect of the actual experimental results. This results in 
reduced process development lead times and considerably reduces 
costs, making the laser far more acceptable as a machine tool.
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CHAOS IN LASER-MATERIAL 
INTERACTION
3.1 I n t r o d u c t i o n
Since the early contribution to chaos by the Russian mathematician 
S oph ia  K ovalevskaya in the 19th c e n tu ry , m any o th er 
mathematicians such as S. Smale [1], Andreli Kolmogorov [2], E.N. 
L orenz [3] and Henri Poincare ' [4] have developed  m any 
methodologies and measures of chaos that have essentially created 
a new science that occurs everywhere in nature. In a review 
published in 1971, D.Ruella [5] first introduced the concepts of 
"strange attractors" and "routes to chaos" for dissipative dynamic 
systems. Then came Feigenbaum's [6] discovery of the scaling 
properties and universal constants in one-dim ensional m appings 
and renorm alization group theory [7]. A nother stream of events
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leading to the domain of chaos, was the study of nonintegrable 
Hamiltonian systems in classical mechanics [8]. By the end of the 
last century, the success of relativity and quantum theory as well 
as the foundation  of statistical m echanics resu lted  in the 
development of the Kolomogorov-Arnold-Moser (KAM) theorem on 
nearly integrable Hamiltonian systems [9]. To describe a system as 
being chaotic means that the system m easurands behave in an 
aperiod ic  m anner or that the observed  b eh av io u r varies 
unpredictably. The observations are said to be chaotic when there 
is no discernable regularity or order. One very important point to 
note is that chaotic dynamics do not imply random stochasticity, 
ra ther it refers to a determ inistic developm ent w ith chaotic 
outcome. The evolution of the chaotic behaviour can be described 
by known physical laws and relationships. Any system  that is 
dependent on initial conditions is potentially chaotic. Recent chaos 
studies relating to the onset of turbulent behavior in dissipative 
systems give conclusive findings that no matter what the size of the 
system  phase space, motions in sub-spaces of low er dim ension 
called attractors can be used to describe the characteristics of the 
system from its transient state of quasi-periodicity to turbulence. 
All physical systems exhibit dissipation phenomena; hence, when 
modelling these systems, it is possible to obtain the model of the 
attractors as well as the pattern of the system trajectory, that is its 
phase portrait.
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3 .2  N o m e n c l a t u r e
A = Area of the workpiece normal to the heat flux (m2)
C = Specific heat of the workpiece (kJ/kgK)
Q  = Constant of integration
D = Distance travelled in the x-axis direction (m)
e = System perturbation
f0 = f0 is a mapping function such that f0: IR2 -> IR2
fi = fj is a Tt-periodic function such that fj: IR2x Tt -» IR2
f/z(x) = One dimensional logistic mapping function
rf = System efficiency (%)
k = Thermal diffusivity (m2/se c )
K = Thermal conductivity (W/mK)
M = Isocline gradient
M (t0) = Melnikov function
P = Power (W)
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q = Heat source per unit volume (kJ/m3)
Q = Heat flux (kJ)
p = Specific density of the workpiece (kg/m 3)
R = Reflectivity of the material
t = Time (sec)
T = Temperature (K)
T t = Period of oscillation (sec)
V = Velocity of cut (m/sec)
x (t) = Next x mapping point
(o = Frequency of perturbation (Hz)
3.3  L a s e r - m a te r i a l  p ro c e s s in g
A well controlled laser cut has high precision and reproducibility - 
as determ ined  by the kerf w idth and heat a ffec ted  zone 
measurement. In fact the precision of a laser cut has been quoted
[10] as +/- 0.05 mm in 20 mm gauge stainless steel. Hence lasers 
are used as machine tools in industry. However, laser-m aterial 
processing is a highly non-linear interaction. The behaviour of
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m aterial processing with a laser depends upon m any variables, 
most of which are difficult to control. The effects of parameters 
such as : mode structure, surface reflectivity, heat transfer losses ... 
are difficult to quantify precisely. To date, many theories have 
been established to predict the approxim ate value of significant 
param eters such as the temperature d istribution on the m aterial 
surface, the velocity of cut together with the basic operating 
param eters for cutting or welding. These approaches can be 
broadly classified as :
(i) Analytical solution [11 ][12][13]
(ii) Numerical solution [14] [15] [16]
(iii) Sem iquantitatve solution [17]
In the research conducted by the author, a new prediction scheme 
utilising a genetic algorithm [18] is adopted for the determination of 
the optimal laser cutting parameters. A hybrid decision support 
system for the automatic control and tasking of the laser system 
was also developed [19]. During the actual cutting process, it was 
observed that at a certain threshold of cutting rate, slight deviation 
o f the p red ic ted  cut control param eters resu lted  in chaotic  
behaviour. The purpose of this paper is hence to quantify this 
observation as well as to develop an aid for approximating the laser 
cutting parameters in relation to this behaviour.
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3 .4  T he  chaos p henom enon
During the laser cutting process of stainless steel SS304, pre-set 
process control parameters were used. When a stainless steel plate 
of thickness 4mm was cut, it was observed that a good or 
reasonable cut was not possible, every slight m odification in the 
cutting rate resulted in a transient chaotic behaviour (i.e. the cut 
was very bad). However, when the laser gas nozzle height was 
offset from 0.6mm to 1.5mm above the workpiece surface, a good 
cut was obtained with a feedrate of 800mm/min. This observation 
can be related to the concept of Hopf bifurcation [20]; the cut 
criteria for stainless steel for the range of thicknesses from 1mm to 
3mm is furtherm ost from the fixed attractor for a laser nozzle 
offset of 0.6mm. Any further deviation, i.e. thicker material results 
in the cut criteria leaving the limit cycle of the attractor, this causes 
the laser-m aterial interaction process to becom e chaotic . By 
changing the nozzle height to 1.5mm, the cut criteria is now within 
a new limit cycle where behavior is governed by a new attractor. 
This resulted in the attainment of a stable cut, see the experimental 
results in table 3.1 and Figure 3.1.
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T hickness
(m m )
Nozzle
H eight(m m )
CW Power 
(kW )
Assist gas
p re s s u re
(b a r)
Cut velocity 
(m m /m in )
1.25 0.6 1.2 2 4 0 0 0
2.0 0.6 1.2 2 2 2 0 0
3.0 0.6 1.2 2 1 250
3.0 1.5 1.2 2 1 1 5 0
4.0 1.5 1.2 2 8 1 0
5.0 1.5 1.2 2 6 4 0
Table 3.1 Tabulated results of experimental cutting rates 
for stainless steel at CW power = 1.2kW
4000
3000 -
G
e
'g
8
2000 -
1000  -
O
3 42 51
thickness(mm)
—  Cut rate(h=0.6mm) 
*---- Cut rate(h=1.5mm)
Fig 3.1 Cutting phenomena of stainless steel exhibiting 
chaotic effect (Experimental)
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NOTE: h is the nozzle height above the workpiece surface.
3.5 M oving  flux  a p p ro a c h  to  la s e r -m a te r ia l  m o d e llin g
Considering the interaction as a moving heat source within a metal 
target m aterial:
qx + dqxqx
tl tto
dx dx
Fig 3.2 Diagram of moving flux in material
A ssum ptions:
a. The physical characteristics of the metal, i.e. thermal
conductivity (K) and thermal diffusivity (k )  are independent 
of the temperature.
b. The velocity of propagation V and the rate of heat input are 
constan t.
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Assum ing therm al equilibrium;
5 > - « .
Where Q = heat flux.
dqx d q ^ . d q ^  . c d T
d x  , dy  d z  F d t
d T- p c f - 0
let D = x(t) = Vt; 
hence t = D/V;
Substituting D into equation (3.1);
+ t [k +ir lKi r ] 1d D  dD dy dy  d z  d z  
~T7 d T  n d T  n
-  f ° T S  '  0
d T d T- K { V  T )  -  p C V ^ -  + p C ^ f -  = 0
dD d t
Since thermal diffusivity,
* = 4pC
V2T +  — —  -  = 0
k  dD k  d t
(3 .1)
(3 .2 )
(3 .3 )
(3 .4 )
(3 .5 )
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Considering a one dimensional model , i.e. in the D direction, and a 
quasi-stationary condition;
f - *
equation (3.5) becomes;
d 2 T  V d T+ = 0 (3 .6 )
d D 2 k dD
3.6  M eln ikov  reso lu tio n  to chaos
Consider the perturbed Hamiltonian system in IR2 Euclidean space 
described by;
x ( t )  = f o i x ( t ) )  + e f i ( x ( t ) , t )  (3 *7 )
The associated unperturbed system equation of equation (3.7) is;
*( f )= f ( x ( t ) )  <3 -8 >
For e=0, f(x(t)) is a homoclinic saddle point in that equation (3.7) 
possesses a homoclinic orbit 0°(t) connecting x(t0) to itself.
Next, defining the Melnikov function [21];
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M (t„)  = f f o { 0 ° ( t  - t a )} A  /•1{ 0 ° ( t  - t 0 ) ) d t
J  —©O
(3 .9 )
Referring to equation (3.6),
T " + ^ T ' =  0 (3 .10 )
k
w h e r e
■ d T  '• d 2T 
T  = —  , T  = — r  
dD  d D 2
L et
y  = T  (3 .11 )
Y  = T  (3 .12 )
Substitute equation (3.11) and (3.12) into equation (3.10),
Y  + ? - Y  = 0 (3 .13 )
k
Equation (3.13) is a mapping function of the general form.
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x  = f ^ X ) (3.14)
W here /i i s  a mapping parameter and X g IRn. Equation (3.14) is 
referred to as a trajectory; significantly, the trajectory depends on 
the initial conditions.
To find the fixed attractor at this point for the evolution equation 
(3.13),i.e., f ^ i X )  = 0. The fixed attractors were found to be [0,
If there is a small velocity perturbation from V of the form;
For a real physical laser machining process, it is possible to perturb 
k as a result of the temperature fluctuation, hence equation (3.10) 
is now;
V£ = £ V  cos cot (3 .15)
T " + e  — T  + e V  cos cot = 0 
k
(3 .16 )
The unperturbed system (for e=0) is
Y = T;
Y = T" = 0;
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M{t0) *  J > - O  - -jQ Y ( t - t 0) -  Vcosctrfjcfr
(3.17)
But,
Af(£0) = “ f Y  ^~^o){ Vcoscot}dt
J-oo
(3 .18 )
w here Y ( t - t 0) is either a homoclinic or heteroclinic orbit. The 
solution to equation (3.18) is of the form;
M(t0) = Acosat  + Bsincot (3 .19 )
w h e r e
= - [  Y ( t - t 0
J—oo
)cos o td t (3 .20 )
- i
B = — I Y(t - t 0) sin cotdt (3 .21 )
Condition to prove that chaos exists; for sufficiently small e. 
lemma 1:
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For 3A -» A e 0 and 3B —> B e 0;
M(t0) has a simple zero at cot0 = nll\n=^2 3
lemma 2:
For 3A-» A e 0 and BeO;
(2n+l)/7|A/(f0) Zias a simple zero at cot(
In accordance to Chirikov [22], Holmes [23], from proving M(t0) has 
a simple zero, it can be concluded that the stable and unstable 
manifolds associated with the Poincare' map P*£: IR2-> IR 2 intersect 
transversally. Hence equation (3.16) possesses a unique hyperbolic 
periodic orbit set with a Smale-Birkhoff horseshoe type of chaos.
The phase-portrait of the laser material interaction is shown in 
Figure 3.3;
H ence, chaos would occur in the form  of horseshoe for e , 
sufficiently small.
T A
Phase portrait of the laser-m aterial interaction
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3.7 Lim it cycle as a tool for approxim ation
A stable fixed point acts as an attractor, hence it attracts all nearby 
initial points towards itself. Local repulsion and global attraction of 
the K-flow results in the formation of a closed curve. This closed 
curve is called a limit cycle and corresponds to a periodic motion of 
the system. By working the system within its lim it cycle, an 
approach for retrieving information about the system
dynam ics, in this case, the velocity p lots fo r laser-m ateria l 
processing is presented.
Referring to equation (3.6);
d2T mar
dD2 + [ k \ d D
(3 .6 )
Since,
(3 .22 )
W here q is the rate of heat transfer per unit area;
Substitute equation (3.22) into equation (3.6);
(3 .23 )
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but;
dq _  dq_ d T  
dD  ~ d T  ' dD
Q_
K
dq_
d T
(3.24)
Equation (3.23) is rewritten in the form;
Q
K 2 dT  J (3 .25 )
Sim plifying;
f r
K
- ^ 1 - ^  = 0 
dT> k (3 .26)
e . r } ( l-R )P  mSince q = - —  ------;
A
Rewriting equation (3.26),
7)(1_ -R) dP_ _ V =0  (3 .2 7 )
KA d T  k
Integrating equation (3.27);
p ^ W W k T "  + c ‘ ( 3 -28)
To establish the working limits of the trajectories of the laser-
m aterial interaction, the process phase po rtra it is constructed .
Setting M = then shows that the isoclines of equation (3.28) are 
aT
the lines M= • Representative isoclines are shown in Figure
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3.4. Short inclined lines have been added to these isoclines to 
indicate the direction of the tangents to the integral curves that 
in te rsect the isoclines; their angles of inclination  have the 
m agnitude arctan(M ). The pattern of these tangents associated 
with the isoclines shows the direction taken by the trajectory 
equation (3.28).
3.7.1 P h a se  p o r t r a i t  c o n s tru c tio n
1. Derive the trajectory equation describing the determ inistic 
behaviour of the dynamic system.
2. Set a variable denoting the isocline of the 
trajectory equation.
3. Plot a table of isoclines and its direction of slope 
(see table 3.2 - 3.6).
4. Mark on the isoclines, short crosslines to indicate the 
value of the slope. These crosslines are horizontal when 
the isocline variable is equal to 0 and vertical when the 
variable is equal to infinity.
5. Draw the phase trajectory so that it is always tangent to 
the isoclines.
6. Integrate the trajectory equation and mark off the 
relationship obtained by taking account of the constant
of integration for specific trajectory curves.
In this particular work a phase portrait of specific material 
thicknesses is investigated to obtain a prediction of cutting rates.
The material under investigation is stainless steel (C34 SS304 2B), 
properties are:
(a) K= 0.26 (w/cmK)
(b) k = 0.054 (cm2/s)
(c) T = 1490K
(d) R = 0.81
(d) A = Area of material (m2)
V (m /s) M arc tan M
0.01 0 .542 2 8 .4 5 7
0 .02 1.084 4 7 .3 0 8
0.03 1.626 5 8 .4 0 8
0 .04 2.168 6 5 .2 3 8
0.05 2.711 6 9 .7 5 2
Table 3.2 Tabulated values of cutting rates and isoclines for 
stainless steel of thickness -  1.25 mm
V (m /s) M arctan M
0.01 0.867 4 0 .9 4 3
0 .02 1.735 60 .0 4 3
0.03 2.602 6 8 .9 8 0
0 .04 3 .470 7 3 .9 1 9
0.05 4.337 7 7 .0 1 7
Table 3.3 Tabulated values of cutting rates and isoclines for 
stainless steel of thickness -  2 mm
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V (m /s ) M arctan M
0.01 1.301 5 2 .4 5 9
0 .02 2 .602 68.981
0.03 3 .904 7 5 .6 3 2
0 .04 5.205 7 9 .1 2 5
0.05 6.506 8 1 .2 6 2
Table 3.4 Tabulated values of cutting rates and isoclines for 
stainless steel of thickness = 3.0 mm
V (m /s ) M arctan M
0.01 1.735 6 0 .0 4 3
0 .02 3 .470 7 3 .9 2 4
0 .03 5.205 7 9 .1 2 5
0 .04 6 .940 8 1 .8 0 2
0.05 8.675 83 .421
Table 3.5 Tabulated values of cutting rates and isoclines for 
stainless steel of thickness = 4.0 mm
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V (m /s ) M arctan M
0.01 2.168 6 5 .2 4 6
0 .02 4 .337 7 7 .0 1 8
0.03 6.506 8 1 .2 6 2
0 .04 8.675 8 3 .4 2 4
0.05 10.844 84 .731
Table 3.6 Tabulated values of cutting rates and isoclines for 
stainless steel of thickness = 5.0 mm
In accordance with step 5, the phase portrait is plotted,
(Pi,:
isocline
Fig 3.4 Phase portrait of the laser-material process 
(stainless steel thickness = 1.25mm)
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From Figure 3.4, the initial conditions for cutting velocity and 
power for laser material processing can be established.
Taking the constant of integration as Cj, the cutting rate can be 
obtained by using the trajectory equation (3.28).
+ <3-28>
C j is the intercept value of the limit cycle with the power axis of 
phase portrait plotted;
hence equation (3.28) becomes,
K A T 12 1 12 ' 1 ( 3 -2 9 >
Phase portraits of stainless steel of thicknesses of 1.25mm to 5mm 
were plotted for a CW laser power of 1.2 kW. The following values 
of limit cycle intercepts C, and predicted cutting rates were 
obtained (see table 3.7 and 3.8).
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Thickness  
( m m )
In te rcept
C(W)
Experimental
Velocity
(mm/ mi n)
Theoret ical
Velocity
( m m / m i n )
Er ror (%)
1.25 -1 3 2 0 4 0 0 0 4 2 1 8 -5 .5 0 7
2.0 -1 2 9 7 2 2 0 0 2 6 1 2 .4 -1 8 .9
3.0 -1 1 0 8 1250 1598 .4 -2 8 .9
4 .0 -1 0 6 0 9 1 0 1271 .2 -4 4
Table 3.7 Table of actual and predicted velocities for stainless 
steel thickness from 1.25mm to 4.0mm
It can be observed from table 3.7 that as the range of thicknesses 
increases, the prediction error increases. At the stainless 
thicknesses of 4mm, the error in velocity prediction is about 44%. 
By changing the nozzle height from 0.6mm to 1.5mm, the energy 
cycle of the cutting process is shifted. Hence, by considering a new 
trajectory for the cutting rates for stainless steel of thicknesses 
3mm, 4mm and 5mm. A new set of cutting rates is obtained, see 
table 3.8.
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Thickness
(mm)
In te rcept
C(W)
Experimental
Velocity
(mm/ mi n)
Theoret ical
Velocity
( m m / m i n )
Er ror (%)
3 .0 -5 0 0 1150 119 1 .79 -3 .63
4 .0 - 5 0 0 810 852 .6 -5 .2 6
5 .0 - 5 0 0 64 0 6 8 7 -7 .33
Table 3.8 Table of actual and predicted velocities for stainless 
steel thickness of 3.0mm. 4.0mm and 5.0mm
This approach was used to approximate power and cut velocities for 
a set of stainless steel plates of thicknesses ranging from 1mm to 
5mm using a Ferranti MFKP CO2 laser giving 1.2 kW of CW power. 
The results from table 3.7 and table 3.8 are plotted in graphs 3.1 
and 3.2.
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3.8 Conclusion
Laser materials processing is a highly non-linear process. Chaotic 
dynamics can be observed when the cutting control parameters are 
set to particular values. An investigation was thus conducted into 
the existence of chaos as well as the possibility for process 
param eter prediction using the information stored in the phase 
portrait of the dynamic system. A one-dimensional heat transfer 
model was derived and using the property of the Melnikov integral,
the condition for the onset of chaos was verified for small
perturbations in the cutting rates and thermal properties of the 
m ateria l. By using the isoclines approach , a m ethod of 
approxim ating the initial cutting rates from the system phase
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portrait was established. The predicted cutting rates were tested 
against actual cutting rates. The error of prediction increases in 
relation to the increment of thicknesses of stainless steel in an 
approximately exponential manner which can be characterized by 
the Lyapunov exponent of chaotic dynamics. The divergence of the 
error of prediction can be explained by Hopf bifurcation where the 
predicted laser processing parameters starts to move away from a 
deterministic energy cycle towards a higher energy cycle, see graph 
3.2. The predicted cutting rates for stainless steel (C34 SS304 2B) 
agree extremely well with the experim ental results . This in 
conclusion hence proves the suitability of using the proposed 
method as a prediction mechanism for laser cutting.
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4 ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AS AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO SYSTEM 
UNDERSTANDING AND 
CONTROL
4.1 I n t r o d u c t i o n
In theory, physical systems are supposed to be predictable, but in 
practice, it always seems that there are inbuilt limits in predicting 
the future at all levels of complexity. It was the development of 
chaos theory [1] that enabled researchers in many disciplines to 
realise that in addition to a universe that is deterministic; obeying 
the fundamental physical laws, there exits a predisposition for 
disorder, complexity and unpredictability. Chaotic behaviour exists 
in all systems, i.e. engineering, astronomy, population dynamics .... 
To cope with these characteristics of system change, many abstract 
bounded modelling and adaptive m odelling  techniques have 
evolved [2]. Coupled with readily accessible computer power, these
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techniques allow a revelation of the subtle behaviour of chaotic 
systems as they can follow their trajectories over many steps. This 
leads to the establishment of com puter-a ided  system s [3]. The 
three phases of computer usage are: acquisition, processing and 
p resen ta tion  of knowledge. The three levels  o f  softw are  
engineering are: mechanisation, automation and cybernation. The
third level; i.e. cybernation, involves self-learning capabilities for 
the system in addition to self-regulating features [4]. It is in this 
specific domain that the third level of software engineering evolves 
into the area of intelligent control (IC). Computer-aided systems 
can be decomposed into four main groups, they are:
(i) model generation and/or referencing
(ii) model acceptability
(iii) model processing, and
(iv) behaviour processing (Figure 4.1)
These  models have been integrated with ex is ting  a rtif ic ia l 
in te lligence technology into a real-world dom ain with many 
sucesses [5][6][7][8]. In the development of these intelligent control 
systems, many new knowledge representation form alisms have 
evolved. These formalisms are relatively similar to the traditional 
m a th em a tica l  m odelling form alism s used in co m p u te r ised  
simulation [9] [ 10][ 11 ]. The developing sciences of cybernetics, 
know ledge  engineering, system behaviour and theories  of 
computation were combined to form the discipline of A r t i f i c ia l  
In te l l ig en ce  (AI). The official inception was at a summer research 
project held at Dartmouth College in the year 1956. Fundamentally, 
the main goal of artificial intelligence is in the replication of the
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fu n c tio n a li ty  of the human mind. To this end, many replicate-the- 
brain approaches have evolved by simulating their evolution in 
computer models - neural networks [12], parallel computing [13], 
fuzzy approximations [14], and knowledge based managem ent 
systems [15]. Over the years, the range of AI applications have 
included, in ter  a lia  : machine vision - an application which aims at 
recognising patterns in much the same way as the human visual 
system does; robotics - which focusses on producing mechanical 
devices capable of controlled motion; speech processing - which 
aims at recognising and synthesising spoken human speech; 
theorem proving - which attempts to automatically prove theorems 
in mathematics and logic; AI self-tuning control - which adapts the 
system dynamics to the stability dead zone. The research carried 
out for this thesis is in the area of AI self-tuning control. The 
domain is in the tasking and control of a medium power 1.2 kW C02 
gas laser. Because of the wide variety of contexts in which, the AI 
discipline resides, the major theme of this chapter focusses on the 
existing concepts and applications in the field of AI.
computer aided systems
model reference
model
acceptability
model
processing behaviour
model
generation numerical
non-
numerical
analysis tuning
Fig 4.1 Computer-aided system models
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4 .2  F o u n d a t io n s  of A rtif ic ia l  In te l l ig e n c e
The success of AI systems (expert systems) provides one of the 
major lessons that has been learned in AI, namely, that general 
purpose reasoning, by itself, is not powerful enough to produce 
acceptable levels of performance in many tasks. To achieve success 
in performing difficult tasks, we need to focus on specific 
knowledge and adaptive inference.
The basic concepts necessary in understanding AI and expert 
systems are explained as follows:
(a) Knowledge and knowledge representation
(b) Knowledge organisation and manipulation
(c) Knowledge acquisition
(d) Machine learning
4.2.1 K n o w le d g e  an d  know ledge  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n
AI systems derive their power from knowledge. Knowledge can be 
defined as the body of facts and principles accumulated by humans 
or the act, fact, or state of knowing [16]. In order to represent 
knowledge in a machine, it must be possible to define objective 
versions of knowledge for each domain of interest. These AI 
systems must deal with knowledge that has been structured and
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codified. Basically, there are three knowledge representation 
paradigms [17] : logical, structural and procedural. The lo g ic a l  
paradigm equates the knowledge base with a theory (i.e. First Order 
Logic, FOL), here the knowledge base is a set of theorems which can 
be obtained from a set of stored axioms using a set of general
purpose inference  mechanisms. The s t r u c t u r a l  p a rad ig m
emphasizes the organisation of facts composing the knowledge base. 
The facts are obtained from the semantic units using predefined 
rules (i.e. semantic nets [18], frames [19], E-R approach [20], etc). 
The knowledge base structure of the procedural paradigm  is 
composed of active agents with definable reaction patterns. The
use of the knowledge is to reduce the reaction of those agents to a 
given situation according to the procedural rules in the knowledge 
base. The functionality of knowledge representation can hence be 
viewed as an approach whereby a kernel of shared parameterised
theories can be used to build other theories, a concept commonly 
known as theory mappings [21] Knowledge and its relational 
attributes are stored into knowledge representations. The first type 
of knowledge structure is a f a c t . Facts can be ascribed as either 
permanent or temporary knowledge.
i.e. Apples are delicious.
Steel contains carbon atoms.
The next knowledge structure is a r u l e . Usually, the formal 
representa tions are in the form of IF [antecendents] THEN 
[consequences]. This representation is usally termed a p ro d u c t io n  
rule [22].
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i.e. IF
The inflation is high.
THEN
The unemployment rate is. high.
When combined with the facts, rules can be used 
c o n c l u s i o n . which is composed of a set of new 
m appings).
i.e.
CONCLUSION:
Unemployement is high, 
is true, if the fact
Inflation is high, 
is true (Figure 4.2)
to acheive a 
facts (theory
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matching fact 
Inflation is high
Inflation is high
summation
unemployment is high new fact
unemployment is high
THEN
Fig 4.2 Theory mapping
Knowledge can be arranged in a hierarchical structure by facts 
linkage. An example might be in expressing the family relationship 
of fatherhood (Figure 4.3).
i.e.
Jim is the son of David.
Mary is the grand-daughter of David.
David is a retired businessman.
Tom is the son of Jim.
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Father: David
Retired
businessmanFather: Jim
Tom
Mary
Fig 4.3 Heirarchv knowledge structure of a family
Other representations of knowledge schemes include fuzzy logic [23] 
and object-oriented methods [24], Fuzzy logic is a generalisation of 
predicate logic, developed to permit a varying degree of some 
property. In classical boolean logic, a predicate can be TRUE or 
FALSE, but in fuzzy logic, a predicate can be partially true. An 
object-oriented representation hides these facts by packaging an 
object together with its attributes and functions. Operations are 
performed by sending messages between the objects.
4 .2 .2  K n o w led g e  o rg a n is a t io n  a n d  m a n ip u la t io n
In addition to methods of describing objects and their relations, 
methods exist for organising objects into conceptual categories. 
Knowledge can be organised in memory for easy access by a 
method known as indexing [25]. Some experimental findings [26] 
suggest that long term memory can be viewed as a collection of 
categories nested with a large hierarchy. As a result, the search for
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some specific chunk of knowledge is limited to the group only, a 
fraction of the knowledge base rather than the whole memory. The 
two main organisation and manipulation techniques are:
(a) Search and control strategies
(b) Matching techniques
4.2.2.1 S ea rch  and C ontro l S tra te g ie s
Problems can be characterised as a state space plane of states and 
operators that map one state to other states. One search method is 
to represent the search space as a diagram of a directed graph or a 
tree. Each node or vertex in the graph corresponds to a problem 
state, and arcs between nodes correspond to a transformation or 
mapping between the states. An A N D /O R  graph or tree (Figure 4.4) 
is a special type of representation for a problem that can be 
reduced to a set of sub-problems, all of which must be solved. The 
AND node serves as a requirement constraint for all sub-problems 
concluding towards a solution whilst the OR node serves as 
enumerating choice of solution search path. To generate the process 
of searching for a solution, a node must be expanded (i.e. tracing of 
attached nodes). Searching can be conducted e ither in a 
b l in d /u n in fo rm  search where no information is used to determine 
the preference of one node over another, or d i r e c t e d / i n f o r m e d  
se a rc h ,  where a priori information of the problem space and its 
association with a particular node is known.
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Fig 4.4 Example of AND/OR tree
In a blind search, nodes in the space are explored mechanically 
until a goal is found, a time limit has been reached, or failure 
occurs. In a worst case, it may be necessary to explore the whole 
space before finding a solution. Examples of blind searches are:
(a) Depth-first iterative deepening
Depth-first iterative deepening search is performed as a 
form of repetitive depth first search moving to a 
successively greater depth with each iteration until a 
goal node is found or some maximum depth is reached
(b) B read th -f irs t
Breadth-first search is performed by exploring all nodes 
at a given depth before proceeding to the next level
(c) D epth-firs t
Depth-first search is performed by diving downward 
into a tree as quickly as possible. It does this by 
generating a node from the most recently expanded 
node. This process continues until a goal is found
If a p r io r i  knowledge of the search domain is available, the 
informed search techniques based on some cost functions are used 
to select the most cost effective path to the solution. Examples are:
(a) General best-fit
Using a priori knowledge, the nodes are computed and 
the best valued node is explored
(b) Hill climbing
At each point in the search path, a successor node that 
leads to the goal is selected for exploration.
(c) B ranch-and-bound
This method accumulates all the node path lengths and 
selects the shortest path for further exploration
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(d) Optimal AND/OR heuristic search (OA*)
This is a search which is formulated to heuristically 
choose the shortest path through the nodes for 
exploration
4.2.2.2 M a tc h in g  te c h n iq u e s
Matching is the process of comparing two or more structures to 
discover their similarities or differences. Matching is used in the 
control on the sequence of operators, to identify/classify objects or 
to retrieve items from a database.
Matching can be broadly classified into two main catagories. 
Matching bv variables or matching bv measures.
4.2.2.3 M atch ing  by va riab les .
Knowledge structures are constructed from basic elements such as 
numbers or characters. By comparing these basic objects with an 
input pattern , a cross correlation test can be conducted . 
Uncorrelated features would denote a failed match whilst a cross 
correlation between the knowledge structure and the input pattern 
would signify a match.
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4.2 .2 .4  M atching by m easures.
The similarity between two structures is a measure of the degree of 
association or likeness between the objects attributes and other 
characteristic parts. Hence by evaluating the distance between the 
predicate and the input pattern, the qualitative approximation of 
the match can be noted. Methods of measuring evaluations are:
(a) Distance metrics
(b) P ro b a b i l i s t ic  measures
(c) Qualitative measures
(d) Similarity measures
(e) Fuzzy measures
4.3  K n o w le d g e  A cq u is i t io n .
A number of approaches to knowledge acquistion exists. The three 
basic approaches are as follows : (Figure 4.5)
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(a) In te rv iew ing
In this approach, a know ledge en g ineer  obtains 
knowledge from the human expert through a series of 
interviews and encodes it in the AI system
(b) Learning by Interaction
Experts directly interact with a computer program that 
helps to capture their knowledge
(c) Learning by Induction
A com puter program syn thesises  know led ge  by 
examining data and example
The acquired knowledge may consist of facts, concepts, rules, 
relations, plans, and procedures. Examples of expert systems [27] 
that use knowledge acquisition are MYCIN [28], DENDRAL, 
PROSPECTOR and XCON.
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Knowledge Engineer
EXPERT
Expert shell
Knowledge
Base
Fig 4.5(a) Learning bv interview
EXPERT
Expert shell
Knowledge
Base
Fig 4.5(b) Learning bv interaction
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history 1
history2
history3
historv4
historyS
Expert shell
Knowledge
Base
Fig 4.5(c) Learning by induction
There is no consensus of how the process should take place as 
knowledge acquisition is highly dependent on the domain of the
expert system. Some common methods [29] are as follows:
(a) Protocol analysis
(b) Card-sorting and other psychology techniques
(c) Task analysis
(d) Examining re-orders
(e) Machine induction
4 .4  M a c h in e  le a rn in g
Autonomous learning systems are self-adaptive systems which 
modify their own structures in an attempt to produce an optimal
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response to some input stimuli. Numerous approaches have been 
developed in the area of machine learning since the 1950s, the most 
successful ones are :
(a) Network of neurons (i.e. Perceptron [30])
(b )  Rote learning [31]
(c) Self-adaptive stochastic automata models
(d ) Genetic evolution systems (i.e. Genetic Algorithm [32])
Fundamentally, machine learning can be divided into two basic 
elements - description language and training set. The description 
language or rule language is the notation or formalism which 
expresses the knowledge of the system. The training set is 
im portant in testing the efficiency of the learning machine. 
Typically there is a database of examples for which the solutions 
are known. The system works through these instances and 
develops a set of rules for associating input descriptions with 
output decisions. Now, the same system is tested against a test set 
(i.e. a database of the same example domain but containing unseen 
data). If the new rules also apply successfully to these fresh cases, 
the machine learning mechanism can be validated.
M achine  learning can be applied through techn iques  like  
optimization, scientfic discovery, programming by examples, etc. 
But the commonest theme of genera te -and -tes t  provides a unifying 
princip le .
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4.5 Artificial Intelligence in control
Real-time control system - ranging from small simple controllers in 
home applicances to large, complex systems for industrial and/or 
military purposes - are used in more applications than ever before. 
However, the complexity of these controllers is increasing not only 
in numbers of functions controlled but also in the kinds of factors 
that must be considered before a correct decision can be made. 
This increasing complexity has generated considerable interest in 
using knowledge based techniques for controller applications. In 
the design of control systems, both the robust control approach and 
the adaptive control approach can be used. Robust design methods 
give fixed compensators with satisfactory perform ance over a 
specific range of system parameter variations. Adaptive design 
methods extract knowledge from the system parameters on line 
and redesign the control law (Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7). Usually, 
most of the system dynamics are difficult to model, hence adaptive 
control is usually recommended. Direct coupling of AI techniques to 
adaptive control has greatly improved the adaptive controller 
response and sensitivity to system design adaptation. An important 
contribution to the field of adaptive control systems is the computer 
controller system developed by R.E. Kalman [33]. Since then, many 
applications of Intelligent control have evolved [34][35][36].
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knowledge base 
controller
Xi/p(k)
low level 
controller
process
Xo/p(k)
Fig 4.6 Parametric adaptive intelligent control system
Learning
Engine
<g>— ►
Knowledge Base Deductive Database
System Process
Fig 4.7 High level intelligent control
To gain a better understanding of AI in control, we need to review 
the areas of AI applications in system process control. There are 
three main areas in which AI is applied to process control:
(a) Model processing
A form of AI integration in model processing is in the 
design of a knowledge based system for computer-aided 
design in the control domain which provides selection
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and recommendation of control methodology for specific 
control problems [37], This function of the AI system 
would enable a greater flexibility and combination of
control techniques to be applied to a system. Another
area would be in the modelling of the process dynamics 
domain using tools and evaluation functions provided by 
the expert system. The tools are represented in terms of 
transfer functions and control elements. Automatic 
evaluation of the process can be done by the expert shell 
via algorithmic computation. Validity of the process 
model could then be justified by the responses from the 
expert shell user-interaction facilities.
(b) Knowledge management systems
In knowledge management systems, the AI system deals 
with the representation, acquisition, and the use of 
knowledge, i.e. with knowledge management [38][39]. 
Many expert systems already exist as applications of AI. 
An expert system for fuzzy self-tuning of a dynamic 
system [40] is an example.
(c) Behaviour generations
There are two groups of possibilities for AI behaviour 
generation: (1) simple behaviour generation, and (2) 
sensitivity analysis. Both of the cases involve two types 
of behaviour:
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(i) point behaviour
In point behaviour, the model is processed either 
numerically (i.e. in optimisation using either hill- 
climbing or genetic algorithm) or non-numerically 
(as in searches of the knowledge representation 
system or symbolic processing) to generate point 
behaviour in one or m ultidim ensional solution 
space.
(ii) trajectory behaviour
Trajectory behaviour is the common behaviour for 
modelling and simulation of dynamics systems. 
The AI system here is used as an on-line model
reference to adaptive control. As a result of model 
processing, one may get either point or trajectory 
behaviours of the model. In the analysis of the 
point behaviour, AI comes into play by providing 
m ulti-criteria  decision making. In trajectory
behaviour, AI techniques [41] can be used in data 
selection and compression, i.e. statistical or surface 
fitting.
In the research carried out herein, an object oriented Knowledge
Based Management System (KBMS) architecture based on the concept 
of Proportional-Integral-Differential (PID) control with self-learning
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capabilities is proposed for the high level control of complex control
systems. The architecture comprises: an enhanced KBS with tight
coupling to a deductive database which allows both bottom-up and 
breadth-wise search strategies to be implemented in an optimal 
combination. This management system selects both the set-point 
and the independently  con tro llab le  variables; the independent 
variables can then be modified by an inductive process. The
knowledge base extracts the deduced properties and functional 
attributes of data abstracted from the deductive database and
converts them into an object-oriented representation for inductive 
selection. The principles of the PID-KBMS architecture, the deductive 
semantic-algorithms and the inductive engine are described in detail. 
The resultant system utilises experimental data for the tasking and 
control of a CO2 laser manufacturing system.
4.6 Artificial Intelligence in Computer Integrated 
M a n u f a c t u r i n g
The continuous development of computer technology has created 
opportunities for manufacturing industry in both the areas of 
numerical machine control and manufacturing management. The 
uses of digital computers in numerical control (NC) can be classified 
into three main topics: (1) computer numerical control (CNC), (2)
Direct numerical control (DNC) and (3) adaptive control. Computer 
integration involves the replacement of the conventional hard­
wired NC controller unit by a small computer. The small computer 
is then used in performing some of the basic NC functions by 
program s stored in its read /w rite  m em ory. One of the 
distinguishing features of CNC is that one computer is used to
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control one machine tool. This contrasts with the second type of 
computer control, direct numerical control. DNC involves the use of 
a larger computer to control a number of separate NC machine tools. 
The third control topic, adaptive control, does not necessarily 
require a digital computer for implementation, instead, a hardwired 
control circuit may be used. Adaptive control machining denotes a 
control system that measures one or more process variables (such 
as cutting force, temperature, horse-power, etc.) and manipulates 
feed and or speed in order to compensate for undesirable changes 
in the process variables. Its objective is to optimise the machining 
process, something that NC alone cannot accomplish.
The manufacturing environment can be decomposed into 9 basic 
parts:
(a)  Engineering and manufacturing database
(b) Material requirement planning
(c) Capacity planning
(d) Inventory planning
(e) Shop floor control
(f) Cost planning and control
(g) Sales forecasting and market trends prediction
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(h ) Personnel i.e. man management
Many schools of thought have been established to provide an 
insight into the optimisation of the CIM environment i.e. JIT, OPT. 
Readily available software packages such as MRPI, MRPII provide 
tools for evaluating and controlling flow within the manufacturing 
environment. AI shells integrate into the CIM software a dynamic 
know ledge  s truc ture  and p rov ides expert insigh t in to  the 
management of the inventory, manufacturing processes and sales 
prediction. An AI interfaced m anufacturing system  usually 
provides parameteric feature modelling facilities and m aterial 
selection facilities for components m anufacturing. In telligent 
network interfacing of the DNC is also an area in which AI has 
established itself. By providing a distributed knowledge based 
system, information selection and recommendation can be pipelined 
to the re levan t departm ent as requ ired . The know ledge 
representation for the CIM environment commonly used is the petri 
nets topological modelling technique. Petri nets modelling allows a 
closer insight to the control flow of information in CIM. In 
conclusion, the integration of knowledge engineering/concepts into 
CIM provides a manufacturing control environment that displays 
high flexibility and adaptability, as has been seen demonstrated in 
successful applications [42][43].
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5
ASSOCIATIVE ARTIFICIAL 
INTELLIGENT REAL-TIME 
SYSTEM MODELLING
5.1 I n t r o d u c t i o n
For some engineering systems, the general control theory defines 
the system framework and a major part of its structure. Providing 
parameter estimation procedures are adequate, parameters may be 
de term ined  by stra igh tfo rw ard  experim enta l m ethods, m inor 
uncerta in ties in the structure are quantified  by using final 
validation arguments and iteration through the procedures. For 
some very complex systems - like laser materials processing and 
biosystems - in addition to the parameters, a large part of the 
structure may be unknown due to softness; even details of the 
framework may be ill defined and hence unavailable. As a 
consequence, control engineering techniques must be combined 
with expert insight to infer unknowns in the framework and
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structure from the available information. Current computer based 
control has evolved many new inference techniques, for example: 
expert shells, fuzzy systems, artificial neural nets. Many of these 
have proven to be highly e ff ic ien t for pa rt icu la r  control 
applications. This treatise proposes the use of: unified bond graph 
theory in knowledge control modelling (KCM) for the construction of 
state space artificial intelligent systems for process control. In KCM 
there are three stages in the design of an intelligent control system: 
physical representation, bond graph representation and the state 
space bonding graph (SSBG). This unification of both the intelligent 
system and process models using bond graphs allows design of the 
flow of both data and system events. This approach was used in 
the design of a second order PID-Knowedge Based Management 
System (PID-KBMS) for laser control.
In the classical modelling approach, a control model is completely 
defined if  the specification illustrated by Figure 5.1 can be 
determined. An improvement on this specification is summarised 
in the modelling approach outlined in Figure 5.2. The specification 
req u ires :
(i) The system framework: boundary conditions; input and
output variables: u(t), y(t); disturbances d(t)
(ii) The system structure : functional relations f, g, h, etc; 
dimensionality of the state vector; noise characteristics
(iii) The system parameter coefficients
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In the design of an intelligent system for on-line/off-line control, 
clear classification of the expert in te lligent system must be 
achieved in order to produce an efficient architecture for control 
[1]. A PID-KBMS was proposed [2], which differentiated the 
intelligent systems into three main modes of data fusion. This 
chapter proposes a common topological methodology using the bond 
graph theory to unify the PID-KBMS modules with the process 
control. The objective of this approach is to enable computer 
scientists and control engineers to realise a unified design topology 
in the construction of an intelligent system for process control.
a priori 
Knowledge
Acquired and Deductive Analysis
Adaptive Parametric 
Estimation
validation
Final control model
Fig 5.1 Classical approach to mathematical modelling
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C T  deductive analysis
system framework 
definition
system structure 
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builder
require­
ments
goal
experimental
phenomenaco­
operation
system parametric 
estimations
data
phenomena
model validation
a posteriori model
Fig 5.2 Current approach to mathematical modelling
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5.2 N o m e n c l a t u r e
A = Workpiece cross sectional area (m2)
B() = State space bond graph tuple representation
C = Specific heat capacity (kJ/kgK)
Qn = Thermal capacity (kJ/K)
8 = Absorptivity (1/m)
e = Bond graph effort representation
f = Bond graph flow representation
f{) = Laser heat source function (kJ/m3)
h = Overall heat coefficient (W/m3K)
k = Thermal conductivity (W/mK)
m = mass of material (kg)
P = Power (W)
p = Specific density of the material (kg/m3) 
r = Kerf width (m)
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R = Bond graph resistance representation
Rf = Reflectivity of the material
Se = Bond graph effort source representation
t = Time (sec)
tz = Thickness of material (m)
T = Temperature (K)
Tamb = Ambient temperature (K)
Tkerf = Temperature at the underside of the cut (K)
V = Velocity of cut (m/sec)
(o = Laser beam waist diameter at 1/e2 the beam intensity
(m)
5.3 B rie f  ou tline  of bond  g ra p h  m odelling
Bond graph modelling [3] is a topological methodology developed by 
Paytner and later improved by Karnopp and Rosenberg [4]. In all 
types of system analyses, the fundamental step to the attainment of 
stable solutions is to create a model, which can be analytical, 
graphical or numerical. The analytical model is a model derived
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from the history of the system variables so that relations can be 
derived to form constitutive laws (i.e. V= IR). Where the physical 
system is described by d ifferen tia l equations that have no 
analytical solution, numerical representation  of the governing 
equations and their boundary conditions must be utilised. The last 
m o d e l  is th e  g ra p h ic a l  a p p ro a c h ,  c o m m o n ly  b lo ck -  
diagrams/schematic-diagrams or signal flow graphs are used to 
produce a state space solution. Mathematical analyses are then 
used to approximate expressions for the model variables. The bond 
graph topological method to system modelling belongs to this 
category. Bond graphs use a small number of standard element 
features to represent system dynamics. Bond graphs are models 
which rely on the concepts of energy translation and conservation. 
The approach of bond graph modelling is, strongly related to the 
therm odynam ic Onsager reciprocal rela tions [5] which rela te  
driving forces to energy flows. The translation of energy is via 
power flow. Power flow is a product of the flow of the system 
variables and the effort or force associated with these variables. In 
bond graph modelling there are seven basic elements, effort (e(t)), 
flow (f(t)), time integral of effort (momentum(p)), time integral of 
flow (d isp lacem ent(q)) , capacitance  (C), res is tance  (R) and 
inductance (L) (see table 5.1).
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Bond graph variables Topological representation
Effort e(t)
Flow f(t)
m o m e n tu m p= in teg ra l(e ( t))
D isplacem ent q= in tegra l(f( t))
Capacitance C
Resistance R
In d u c ta n ce L
Table 5.1 Table of bond graph elements
Transitional operators exist in bond graph modelling. A passive 
operator; a gyrator (GY) - relates one form of linear energy to 
another. The structure of the bond graph (b.g.) is linked by 1-bond 
(the algebraic summation of the effort is zero) and O-bond 
(summation of the flow is zero). The half arrow (see Figure 5.3) 
represents the power bond and points towards the function where 
power is supplied. Bond graphs need to be causally augmented, i.e. 
numbered and given a causal stroke. The numbering allows 
identification whilst the causal stroke denotes the direction of the 
effort, the stroke is always placed in the direction of the applied 
effort.
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E(t)
CL
T I
S e  H 1 I * 0
i
R
Fig 5.3 Bond graph representation of a simple electrical circuit
5 .4  K now ledge  c o n tro l  m odelling  (K CM )
KCM [6] is a proposed knowledge modelling topology that can be 
used with the bond graph topology in the design of computer based 
artificial intelligent process controllers. KCM comprises basically 
three stages: the physical representation stage, the bond graph 
representation stage and the state space bonding graph (SSBG) (see 
Appendix B) This integration of topologies can be related to the 
data fusion theory. The efforts, here for data integration, are the 
rules or inferences; whilst the flows from a node of the knowledge 
matrix to another are dependent on the validity of the data (see 
Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5). After KCM modelling, a full flow 
schedule of the data management can be obtained. In real time 
system applications, by following the SSBG and the bond graph, 
traceability of dynamic variables can be maintained with ease.
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Additional advantages of using KCM are in the persistence and 
robustness of the data management. The method is used to 
implement the PID KBMS in the tasking and control of a laser 
manufacturing workcell. The independent variables are the power 
and velocity of cut, whilst the dependent variables are the reflected 
pow er and tem perature  during the laser/m ateria l in terac tion  
process. Physical implementation of the system is already near its 
final stage; however, a process simulation has been completed using 
the designed PID KBMS. The response bandwidth proves that the 
AI system designed is efficient.
Denotes power entry point
QueryQ
Parametric
Estimator
metaknowledge Explanation facilities
Rfi
Ri'
Rti
Process
Set-pt
EF
Object
fusion
data­
base^Database
(EDB)
Selected 
control variables
Adaptive
PE /
Model Monitoring
and
Analysis
Fig 5.4 Block diagram of a proposed intelligent control system
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Query
Source
I— O | c^i  I— C^O I C5T1 *
H . T ^O  |---- c*-l 1---- I------------ P^O f
Knowledge
Source
Fig 5.5 KCM ladder bond graph of the intelligent system
5.5 D eductive  d a ta b a s e
A deductive database [7][8] (DDB) is a database in which new facets
can be derived from the existing facets and explicitly stored by 
using an inference engine. The database can be subdivided into an 
extensional database (EDB) and intensional database (IDB). The EDB 
is basically a factual model whilst the IDB comprises deductive 
rules. Many evaluation methods for recursive queries in the 
domain of deductive databases have been studied, for example: 
Actifs Graphs Connections (AGC), Rules/Goals Graphs (RGG), System 
Graphs (SG), Transitions Petri Nets (TPN) and Resolution Graphs [9]. 
This research work proposes modelling the deductive database 
attributes as a control module with its queries achieved utilising 
resolution theory. The recursive mechanism of the bond graph
modelling of a DDB is satisfied by a resolution factoring tree and 
Robinson Inference Theory [10]. When first building a model it is
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essential to understand the workings of a system; hence, a physical 
identification model must be drawn first (Figure 5.6).
SINK
RULEi*
RULEi
RELATION
Query()=TRUE
?RULEi OR 
RESOLVENT=0
EDB
IDB
Fig 5.6 Block diagram for the database physical domain
The modelling process can be visualised via an example; consider 
the following database of company employee data. EDB is a 
functional attribute of employee name, salary and age as well as job 
description. The IDB consists of rules relating to the staff 
ap p o in tm en t.
EDB
: (Relation 1) emp( name, salary, age ).
: (Relation 2) job( name, dept )
IDB
(Rule 1) Manager(Xl) <- emp( X1,Y1,Z1), Salary(2000) 
(Rule 2) Staff(X2) <- emp(X2,Y2,Z2), Salary(500)
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Now, consider the query "Find all employees that are managers 
with salary between 3000 to 4000". Modelling with the bond graph 
approach leads to Figure 5.7.
Rulei++  ^ r\ /\ ixQuery()=l
j y r  Resolution
{Resolution
Query()=0
I
, sIResolution
Manager(x)  ^
emp(Xl,Yl,Zl)
Query()
job(name,dppt)/Query() 1 I ^k
emp(name, 
salary, age)/ 
 ^ QueryO
0 ^ = T
T T
Rulei Rulei' Relationi
Fig 5.7 Bond graph modelling of the database
: Rule fired for system (Ri).(where i denotes the rule number). 
: Complementary or negation rules (Ri')- 
: Query function (QueryO).
By following the bond graph modelling, if the rules have been 
exhausted or if the resolvent of the query is zero, then the query 
would be valid. The bond graph allows an easy recursive search 
through i=l to N, where N is the total number of rules, by validating 
the EDB and IDB sequentially. The next stage is to draw the state 
space bonding graph to trace the architecture of the design 
implicitly. There are basically three main steps to drawing a SSBG 
(see Figures 5.8, 5.9, 5.10 and Appendix B).
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v a l id  r u le s  
s u m m a t io n
*(D
A r r a y  o f  r u le  n o d e s ,  
w h e r e  n  d e n o te s  n u m b e r  o f
y —>,r u le s .
Fig 5.8 SSBG of Bfquerv. rules')
Step 1:
logic bonding:
O u e r v : Ru l e s
Q: (?Manager(name,age,dept), *Rl:Manager(Xl)<-emp(Xl,Yl,Zl),
salary(3000 - 4000)) salary(2000 - 3000).
R2:Staff(X2)<-emp(X2,Y2,Z2), 
Salary(400 - 500)
Summation:
VRu/e :3 Manager (X) <-emp (X, Y,Z),  (2000 < salary < 3000)
(Where * denotes valid rule );
v a l id  r u le /
v a l id  r u le s  c o n d i t io n
s u m m a tio n  s u m m a t io n
A r r a y  o f  c o n d i t io n  
n o d e s .
A r r a y  o f  r u le  n o d e s ,  
f  w h e r e  n  d e n o te s  n u m b e r  o f  
— s j 'u le s .
Fig 5.9 SSBG of Bfquerv. rules, conditions)
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Step 2:
logic bonding:
Q u e r y
Q:(?Manager(name,age,
dept),
salary(3000 -4000)
Summation:
R u l e s
*R1 :Managcr(X 1)
<-emp(Xl,Yl,Zl),
Salary(2000)
C o n d i t i o n s
Cl: managcr:C(name,
(salary(2000))
C2:manager:C(name,
(salary(3000))
C3:staff:C(name,
(salary(500))
VC: V(3m a n a g e r  (X , Y , Z ) < - e m p  ( n a m e  f Y , salary ):((salary )A(salary (3000-4000)))
v a l id  r u le /
v a l id  r u le s  c o n d i t io n
s u m m a t io n  s u m m a tio n
A r r a y  o f  c o n d i t io n  
n o d e s . A r r a y  o f
r e la tio n a l
n o d e s
A r r a y  o f  r u le  n o d e s ,  
w h e r e  n  d e n o te s  n u m b e r  o f  
r u le s .
Fig 5.10 SSBG of Bfquerv. rules, conditions, relations)
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Step 3 :
logic bonding:
Q u e r y  K i l i & S
Q:(?Manager( *R1 :Manager(Xl)
nam e,age, <-emp(Xl,Yl,Zl),
dept), salary(3000 (salary > 2000).
*R5:Manager(Xl) 
<-emp(Xl,Yl,Zl), 
(salary < 3000)
R e l a t i o n a l
Rell:
m anager:R el(
name, salary,age)
:2000<salary<3000)
Rel2:
manager :
Reljob(name,
dept)
C o n d i t i o n s  
*C1 :manager:C( 
name,
(salary(2000))
- 4000) *C2:manager:
C(name,
(salary(3000))
C3:staff:C(name,( 
salary(500))
Summation:
Q:{? Manager < -  emp {X,Y,  Z  ) , salary ( 2000 < salary < 3000) =
V M a n a g e r  : 3 M a n a g e r  (X) < -  e m p  ( (X, Y, Z  ) ,  (2000 < s a l a r y  < 3000)) 
v (C: M a n a g e r  { n a m e ,  ( 2000 < s a l a r y  < 3000) ) 
v (R e l  : e m p  ( (X, Y, Z  ) a  e m p  { n a m e ,  a g e ,  s a l a r y )  
a  j o b  { n a m e ,  d e p t ))
Hence, the resolution to the query is: " there exist managers whose 
name is n a m e ( ^  X) of age(^T Y) in the d e p t ( ^  Z) with the
salary range from 2000 to 3000 pounds, 
wh e r e
n a m e (^ T  X) = names of managers who satisfy the query. 
age(^T Y) = age of managers who satisfy the query. 
d e p t ( ^  Z) = department of the managers who satisfy the query.
N ote : The KCM can also be used in designing a database system, in
this particular case, the rule predicates are not included in the 
construction stages, i.e. the SSBG tuples is now B(Query, Conditions, 
Relations).
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5.6 T ra n sien t  la ser -m a ter ia l  in te ra c t iv e  m odel
A three dimensional transient analysis [11] is used to model a laser, 
with a TEMoo (Gaussian mode) power distribution, interacting with 
the surface of an opaque material (see Figure 5.11). Some incident 
radiation is reflected while the rest is absorbed. A molten pool of 
material is then formed as a result of the interaction, causing a 
surface tension gradient. This gradient coupled with the rate of 
evaporation causes a kerf to propagate through the material.
Melt zone
keyhole due 
to laser 
power 
coupling
Fig 5.11 Physical diagram for laser material interaction
A s s u m p t i o n
1 .  A l l  p r o p e r t i e s  o f  t h e  l i q u i d  m e t a l  a n d  s o l i d  m e t a l  a r e  c o n s t a n t ,  
i . e . ,  t h e y  a r e  i n d e p e n d e n t  o f  s u r f a c e  t e m p e r a t u r e .
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2. Linear f lo w  o f  melt.
3 .  T h e  m a t e r i a l  i s  h o m o g e n o u s  a n d  i s o t o p i c .
Mathematical formulation
P C 4 £  = k V 2 T + f {x , y , z , t ]
O t (5.1)
where f{x,y,z,t} is the laser energy input source. 
Rewriting equation (5.1)
d T  _ d dj_  . r * £ 2 i i d4 . -  —
d t  d X d x ) 3 y 3 y  j d z d z  J
Solving equation (5.2),
considering the boundary conditions at the upper and lower 
workpiece surface;
(a) Surface, x= 0;
F i t )  -  h  overau  ( T x  -  T a m b  ) (5.3)
W h ere
F(t) denotes the beam intensity,
(b )  At x = thickness of material;
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■ * 4 ^ 1  = h  overall ( Tx ~ T a mb )  (5 .4 )d y\\x=d
Assuming a Gaussian beam and ignoring convective and radiation 
losses.
we have
d T d ( u d T  ) * d f u d T  ) + d_
d t d x k T ~ d y  [ d y  , d z \
d T  
d z + f (  P , v )
(5.5)
w h e re
f(P,v) is the transform function of f{x,y,t}.and
f( P, v ) = [1 - R  , ] ^ e x p f  exp{ -  S *}
L J n w [ r J
For the construction of a bond graph model, a schematic diagram is 
first drawn to enable a better understanding of the process. 
Particularly for a linear system (see Figure 5.12), a signal flow 
diagram is commonly drawn. A bond graph is then drawn (see 
Figure 5.13).
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pCm:( dx, dy);i=0
dxi
dxi+1 dyi+1
KT(i+2)
KT(i+l)
KT(i+2)
KT(d)KT(d)
KT(i+l)
KT(i) KT(i)
Fig 5.12 Schematic diagram of heat transfer
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Tkerf outlet
Se
Fig 5.13 Bond graph representation
Simplifying the bond graph into bond argumentation and taking the 
kerf temperature, Tkerf at equivalent to ambient temperature 
(Figure 5.14).
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Fig 5.14 Causal bond representation of heat transfer
To analyse any depth of cut, we can consider the energy balance at 
any one of the bond graph nodes
Q 9 =  f 8 - f io  -  f i  i
= es/R s - e9/Rio - e i 2 / e i 2 .
The thermal capacity C is given by:
C m  = me; and
the resistance to the flow is 
R = t z / A A
relating the bond graph derivation to equation (5.1);
Relating equation (5.6) to the bond graph resistance;
R =
P C d T  d t -  f ( P ,  V ,  t )
d
d X f d T  ]
d f d T
I d x  ) d y d y J d z  {
d T  
d  z
R  =
d x ( d T  ]
d f d T  ^ + d_
r d T  \
I dx J d y J y  ) d z \ d z )
(5.7)
P C d Tdt -  f i P ,  V , t )
In this relationship between power, velocity of cut and the bond 
graph resistance R, R can be used in the bond graph analogy to 
determine a suitable value of incident power and cut velocity. 
Possible methods for solving the equations (5.6, 5.7) [12] are by:
(a) Linearizing the equation as discrete quasi-steady 
v a r iab le s
(b) Numerical finite differential analysis
(c) Em pirically
For simplicity, only the top level of the bond graph analogy is 
considered, .i.e., port 1,2, 3.
For this work, in designing an intelligent laser manufacturing 
workcell, the last choice is selected. This selection is based on the 
fact that the laser material interaction is to be implemented in real 
time, hence, heuristic and stochastic approximations would enable a 
more accurate and reliable negative feedback control.
5.7 System functional characteristics
The KCM unification approach is implemented in the design of a 
second order PID-KBMS for the control of a laser manufacturing 
system. The system provides adaptive control through genetic and 
functional approximations as well as an analytical evaluation of the 
cutting process. Knowledge of the material properties, laser 
processing parameters as well as inventory information of the 
material is logged into the system sub-databases. At a regular 
interval, the system samples a temperature sensor using an A/D 
converter. The A/D bit value is then converted to temperature 
units. The value is then compared with the desired set point 
selected a p r io r i by the expert system. If it is within acceptable 
limits, nothing is done. If the temperature is too high or too low, 
the system rectifies the process by functionally predicting
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a new set of processing param eters to adapt the process 
environment back into the desired trajectory for a good cut.
Formal representation of SSGB.
* A set "E" of environments in which a complex process must
opera te .
* A set "C" of selected control inputs providing the initial and
adaptive strategy for modifying the behaviour of the process.
* A set "R" of rules providing the inference for the system
prediction and operation.
* a set "S" of solution trajectories satisfying the query and
process control.(i.e. S: S tra j^C xR J-^Q A F V T ^E ^))
* a set "Q" of user input queries.
* a set "Cond" of condition constraints providing the antecedents
of the inference engine.
* a set "DBrel" of the laser process parameter and material
specifications relations.
* *
FVT1 denotes Final Value Theorem.
SSBG structural flow fsee Figure 5.15)
Query: Material -
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(a) What are the purchase and cost details?
(b) What are its laser process parameters?
(c) What is the material temperature at thickness tz?
Formal query:
Q: 3 m ateria l( th ickness= x ,area= A ) a Cond( cut(c), power(P:peak 
power (pk), pulse length(pl), pulse frequency(pf), feedrate(Fr), 
Temperature(T) ) a m ateria l(m anufactu rer in fo rm ation(m i), unit 
cost(uc), thickness(tz), area(A) ) a T(material, T).
at Rules node,
Rl: 3material:(C->Ro)A P(pk,pl,pf).
R2: 3material:(C->Ro)A T.
R3: 3material:(C->Ro)A Fr.
R4: 3material:(C->Ro)A material( mi,uc).
where Ro denotes the resolution of the rule to the qurey.
at Condition node,
Condi: 3 R( 3 m ateria l->v(area® thicknessxP(pk,p l,pf))).
Cond2: 3 R( 3 material->V((area®thicknessxT)).
Cond3: 3 R( 3 m ateria l->v((area® thicknessxFr)).
Cond4: 3 R( 3 m aterial->V((area®thicknessxucxmi)).
at Database relation node,
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<&db 1: V(P( material, area, thickness, pk,pl,pf).
<Pdb2: v(manufacturer( material, address, contact number,
area, thickness).
<Mb3: V(T( material, area, thickness).
& db4: V(Fr( material, area, thickness).
<Pdb5: v(material( conductivity, specific heat capacity, latent
heat of fusion, specific density ).
Rules and conditions are decomposed into validated and invalidated 
first order logic sets (FOL) and mapped to the relational databases.
Invalidated FOL sets are used to provide the system explanation
facilities whilst validated FOL provides the system operations.
a t  the  S u m m atio n  node ( in p u t  to p rocess).
S: Straj: 3 E: Scontroi->(material( manufacturer information, pk, pi,
pf, T ,  Fr)®A®tz) C->FVT(0) .a Straj: Sanaiyu c a i - > ( T d , A , t z ) .
The two S trajectory sets are evaluated individually, the adaptive 
set Scontroi carries out the process control whilst Sanaiytical pipelines 
into the node of the bond graph model in which the material 
thickness is at tz. In respect of the derived relation between the 
bond graph resistance and capacitance, the theoretical temperature 
of cut at depth tz can be evaluated.
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I  DB2reli Z DB3reli I  DB4reli Z DB5reliZ DBlreli
Sub
databases
Parrallel
Feedback
Series
Feedback
Fig 5.15 System SSBG
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5.8 C o n c lu s io n
A knowledge control modelling technique has been presented 
which achieves data fusion for systems by bonding using the bond 
graph unified theory. Stages of implementation are reviewed and a 
bond graph model for a laser material interaction is derived. The 
topologies are then used to implement an autonom ous laser 
manufacturing system. The actual physical implementation is 
currently under development by the Laser and optical Systems 
Engineering Group (LOSEG) at the University of Glasgow. Pre-trial 
testing of the system with a simulated laser cutting process reflects 
the high sensitivity of the designed system. The final design 
structure  allows easy data traceab ility  as well as system  
u n d e rs tan d in g .
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PROCESS AUTONOMOUS 
IDENTIFICATION AND 
CONTROL
6.1 I n t r o d u c t i o n
Laser machining provides a useful production method for difficult to 
machine materials and special applications such as micromachining. 
Hence, even with the high capital and operating cost for laser 
machining systems, high dimensional accuracy, good surface finish 
quality and a high degree of repeatability make these systems 
economically attractive. For laser material processing applications, 
operating parameters for the optimum machining rate and quality 
are found through ad  hoc  'trial and error' procedures, involving time 
- consuming calibration experiments to determine laser/material 
behaviour. Although several heat transfer models exist that predict 
the laser/material interaction characteristics [1 ][2], they are not
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sufficiently accurate for final process tuning; furthermore, they are 
only accurate for a limited range of duty cycles. Optimum prediction 
of laser /m a ter ia l  p rocess ing  opera ting  param eters , which is 
important to minimise production costs, is an active area of research
[3][4]. Since laser/material processing is a non-linear process, an 
alternative solution to parameter prediction and control is in the 
utilisation of the science of artificial intelligence [5][6]. This research 
concentra tes on the laser/m aterial interaction process using a 
Ferranti MFK 1.2 kW C02 laser. A second order PID Knowledge based 
management system [7] has been built to predict the operating 
param eters  requ ired  for a specific  m ateria l via param etric  
adaptation. As most ferrous materials, when cut by a laser, produce 
a well defined conical shower of sparks consisting of superheated 
material, it is possible to characterise the exit spark cone utilising 
image processing.
6 .2  N o m e n c l a t u r e
Ac = Effective area of the plate (m^)
h = Regression step size
I reai = Real image array
I ref = Reference image array
/x = Arithmetric mean
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MC = Effective heat capacity of the plate (kJ/kgK)
N = Total number of samples
q = Energy at the plate (W /m^K)
o2 = V ariance
Ta = Ambient temperature (K)
Tp = Plate temperature (K)
Ul = Overall heat loss coefficient (W/m^K)
6.3 P r o p o r t i o n a l - I n t e g r a l - D i f f e r e n t i a l  (P ID ) 
k n o w le d g e  b a se d  m a n a g e m e n t  sy s tem
In conventional control systems, the param eters are measured 
against and directed towards a pre-defined local control set-point. 
The stability of the systems are maintained by a local hardware 
controller which produces a corrective gain This gain, which is used 
to maintain the set-point, originates from a differential signal based 
on the difference between the desired and actual output, i.e. the 
error deviation. Utilising this error signal, the independently 
controllable variables are then modified. Furthermore, as most of 
the actual control parameters are in dynamic states, hardware 
controllers must also condition the signal for noise.
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Conventional low level controllers are relatively difficult to utilise as 
fully stable control instrumentation due to their inflexibility. A 
possible solution is to provide a high level KBMS controller (see 
Figure 6.1) that delivers the required set-point-signal to maintain 
stable process control [8]. The proposed design of a PID-KBMS allows 
self-tuning, self-induced learning and inference with two intelligent 
engines based on deduction semantics from first order logic (FOL) [9] 
and knowledge manipulation from first principles [10].
Xi/p(k)
ProcessLow level 
controller
Knowledge base 
controller
Xo/p(k)
Fig 6.1 Conventional param eter-adaptive 
intelligent control system
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PID- KBMS SHELL
Learning
engine
< g )— ►
Knowledge base Deductive database
System process
Fig 6.2 Proposed PID-KBMS high level intelligent 
control system
In a real time system, various design approaches and tools (bode 
diagrams, phase plane methods, linearisation techniques, etc) are 
used in order to find a suitable comprom ise in adjusting the 
parameters of the low level process controller. This leads to rigidity 
in the design and selection of a controller. In the design proposed, 
the p roportiona l contro l is provided  by an inductive  fuzzy 
approximation based on a Gaussian probability distribution which 
resides in the deductive database. This selects the set-point whilst 
the integrating function originates from the part of the system’s 
knowledge base which is structured in logic algebra (see Figure 6.2). 
The deductive database, which is based on First Order Logic (FOL)
[11] , forms the differential function module of the PID-KBMS.
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6 .4  C h a r a c te r i s t i c s  o f p r o p o r t io n a l  c o n t r o l  a lg o r i th m
In process control, it is important to find the functional relationships 
betw een the process  dependen t va riab les  and the process 
independent control parameters. Commonly, the true type of 
functional relationships are unknown; however, it is often convenient 
to fit a polynomial to the data, this is of the form:
2y c = 0 0  + a i x  c + a2x * + ... (6.1)
Where c is the number of observations, it is possible to fit a 
polynomial up to (c - 1) degrees of freedom.
Now, the analytical approach of the proportional engine learns in two 
stages. One by linear approximation and the other via probability 
logic.
The approach for the approximation is based on the fact that all the 
system ’s dependent and independent variables have functional 
relations with respect to each other. Regardless of the functional 
complexity of adjacent points on the process output signal, it is 
acceptable to assume a straight line approximation. If the points are 
in very close proximity to each other, the accuracy of prediction is 
high. The principle of approximation is based partly on heuristic- 
iterative extrapolation and interpolation. The Lagrange three point 
approximation is used because the use of more points often results in 
divergence from the real process trajectory [12]. This numerical 
method is based on the fact that any three adjacent points can be
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approximated by a quadratic curve. The accuracy criteria used to 
control the iteration process is embedded in the knowledge base
The basic mathematical model is defined by assuming f  (x ) is a
c o n t i n u o u s  f u n c t i o n  i n the interval of x 0 < x < x 2  and 
/  (jc 0 ) = y 0, /  ( r  1) = y 1 and  / ( j c 2 )  = y 2 w i t h  jcO < r l  ^  j r2#
Then the approximated value of f  ( x ) for x  0 < x  < x  2 is given by :
( x  - x i ) ( x  - x 2 )  ( x  -  x  0 ) ( x  -  x 2 )
f  (x ) = -  y 0+ y  1 ( f.
(JC 0 — JCl )(JC 0 — J C2 )  ( x l  -  X  0 ) ( Jtl -  X 2)
( jc -  jc 0)( jc -  jcI )
+  — I—  —  — n— ■ ■■■■-—  ■>’ 2
( jc  2 -  JC 0)(jc 2 -  JCl)
This method has the advantages of not requiring the three points 
x Oy x U x 2  to be equally spaced and allows both interpolation and 
extrapolation . It is inadvisable  to use Lagrange num erical 
approximation for more than three points since this can lead to a 
large error. This comes about because this method fits a higher 
order polynom ial to the points in question which force the 
interpolation curve into large oscillations about the selected points.
In this approach, by using randomised block sampling, by the law of 
averages, it is possible to obtain accurate control variable data that 
will control the steady state response. During the process, the PID- 
KBMS selects the appropriate control variables based on polynomial 
approximations of the available experimental data. In the event that 
the selected control variables are so inaccurate that the system 
diverges from the required steady state process, the proportional 
engine will prompt the knowledge base to initiate corrective rules
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which reselect the initial values of the control variables. The self­
tuning alogrithm continues until the controlled process reaches a 
steady state. The data generated is stored in the main database and 
kept for future inference for further process control of the specific 
system. As the gain control is continuous, the controlling PID-KBMS 
learns continuously. The PID-KBMS is hence a self-learning and self­
tuning system which does not require process modeling as a design 
pre-requisite of the system control.
The proportional engine (see Figure 6.3) utilises offline fuzzy logic, 
this serves mainly as a user interface and a prediction mechanism 
for the PID-KBMS. The data collected from the process is assumed to 
be a standardised uniform probability  distribution (historically  
known as a Gaussian distribution). By mathematically modelling the 
probability  d istr ibu tion , a first approxim ation  of the desired 
depend en t v a riab le  se t-po in t  and i t ’s re la te d  c o n tro l la b le  
independent variables can be obtained prior to actually running the 
process. The reason that this distribution is not incorporated in the 
real-time selection of the process variables is that it requires 
excessive computational time which is not available when engaged in 
real time control.
The set-point and initial value selection assumes a probability 
distribution P ( x )  for the interval — OO < Jt ^ 00 , where P ( x ) > 0  and 
has a mean value (/i) given by:
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=  j^xP(x)dx (6.3)
Variance :
(6.4)
= 2 P(x)dx
Hence by satisfying a standardised probability distribution which 
results from the PID-KBMS engine learning from collected data, we 
can assume the probability distribution is described by:
P M  =
V2
exp
n o
'  ( * - , x ) 2 N 
v 2<t2
(6.5)
for — oo <, x <
By ascribing the probability of occurrence of both the set-point and 
initial values of control variables into the system, an accuracy 
assessment tool is provided.
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Fig 6.3 Architecture of the proportional engine
In this system, learning is of a heuristic nature and is based on both 
deduction and induction which are the two main artificial intelligence 
techniques for self-learning.
6.5 Characteristics of the integral engine 
(KNOWLEDGE BASE)
The knowledge base (see Figure 6.4) relies for its intelligence on the 
representation provided by two sets of production rules. One set are 
the prediction rules that select the criteria for the proportional 
engine, whilst the other set are the alarm rules which monitor the 
actual control variables and set-point and hence the initialisation of 
the PID-KBMS.
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The “object-attribute-value” (OAV) tuples are defined individually as 
the process variables (i.e. dependent and independent), their value is 
specified as is their relationship with other tuples. The rules are 
embedded in the working memory (WM) and hence allow a high 
level of modularisation in the PID-KBMS.
Since the proposed PID-KBMS is a real-time system controller, the 
structure of the rules is based on forward chaining which is known 
as a data driven approach. Assuming that there are N data points for 
each function F, where i=0,l,2,...,N, the prediction rule specifies the
first approximation of the set-point ( >*«(O d ) and the initial values of 
the independent control variables for the proportional engine. In the 
event that the first approximation is unable to maintain process 
stability, alarm rules automatically change the PID parameters in 
real time to maintain stability.
The first order logic (FOL) syntax for the rules is as follows:
/* Fired initialised rules for deductive database */
 v ( y J O , )  3 ( y j t ) d) F . u  X  Fi u  X  F,
i = 0 i = * + 0 . 5 « = i + l
/* Do iterative approximation during process */
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i  =  N
 2 Do • j f  ( j c  ) -  Lagrange • approximation .
> = 0
/* Output stable response for real-time process */
/  i = N
 3.........  selected ^  F. —» ( —> stable • system
i =0
« =  W
Output • V ( y „ ( f ) J
i =0
Since the system must operate in real time, it is important that the 
PID parameter selection is done within one sampling period. In view 
of this, the d-step constraint is introduced in order to represent the 
process data oscillation in the course of continuous data generation. 
The following are the alarm rules used in the design.
i = N
1. IF (search “ • in deduced database) THEN iterate
i = 0
using Recursive Weighted Least Square Method (RWLS) for 
initial prediction in the proportional engine.
2. During process, if (Iteration for d-step of about 100 samples 
does not converge)THEN (use final value as new trial values 
but do not update in abstracted database) AND (redo 
itera tion).
3. IF (process ended) THEN (update abstracted database AND 
tagged probability density).
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The knowledge base WM is kept as small as possible as this makes 
more memory available for use by the graphical user interface (GUI). 
This displays the initial values of the control variables and set-points 
and provides an explanation of the initial choice. The number of 
rules for specification of the system depends largely on the number 
of process dependent and independent variables involved. If the 
number of independent and dependent control variables is A and B 
respectively, then there should be minimum array size of A®B rules.
User interfaceUser query
Knowledge
base
integral engine
Working
memory
Proportional
engine
Deductive
engine
Controlling
process
Intensional database
Extensional database
Fig 6.4 Architecture of the integral 
knowledge base
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6.6  Character is t ics  o f  the d ifferentia l  deduct ive  database
Since i t ’s establishment in 1970, Database M anagement Systems 
(DBM S) have evolved from basic structures of heirarchies or 
networks to a relational model. DBMS and KBMS are mainly 
implementations of logic based models (FOL).
For high level menu driven programming of database operations, 
there is a high processing overhead [12]. The best way to reduce 
this problem is to access data in the main memory (large cache 
memories). This can be done via dynamic construction and
destruction of data storage using an object oriented approach [13].
In this engine, there exists two types of database; firstly the 
extensional database (EDB) and secondly the rules or intensional
database (IDB) which is composed of deduced relationships. By using 
the Proof theoretical approach [10], the subset of axioms which 
defines the EDB are basically positive ground atomic formulas made 
up of the data from both the collection of steady state variables (set- 
point and control parameters) and process specifications. The IDB 
are sets of virtual relations of FOL derived from the EDB predicates 
using non-grounded logical formulas. The reason for using the
deductive database approach instead of incorporating the rules into
the knowledge base is to increase the bandwidth and allow the PID 
controller to be broken down into modules.
The m echanism  of deduction is activated by the IDB upon 
initialisation of the PID-KBMS. Upon specification of the expected 
output of the response, the IDB abstracts a randomised block of
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process variables kept previously in the EDB. This abstracted and 
deduced database is then integrated by the knowledge base into the 
PID-KBMS controller system. As the process proceeds, the IDB
updates the abstracted database so as to provide a continuous 
dynamic database. Upon completion of the process trial, the IDB then 
selects the data which has the highest probability of success, this is 
used to update the EDB. The FOL of the source code is validated by 
Robinson Inference Theory [10] (see Figure 6.5). The architecture of 
the deductive database can be seen in Figure 6.6.
**Proof:
Axioms are :
1.... Control (factor • level • database ).
 2 Set _ pt (stable) a  Control _ select {stable, factor • level database ).
 3 V x {Set _ pt (x ) a  3 y {Control _ select {x , y ) a  Control {y )
—»System _ stable {system, x )
(Where x represent the set-point and y the controlling 
parameter).
* * (note: Here only 1 pair of relationships are proved.
however the theorem can he extended to more than 
one set )
Applying Robinson Inference Theory on the predicate;
V x ( -i Set _ pt (x ) v  V y ( - i  Control _ select {x , y ) v -i Control ( y ) 
v System _ stable (system, stable )
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Redefining the predicate in clause form:
1.... Control (factor • level • database ).
 2__ Set _ pt (stable).
 3___Control _ select (stable, factor • /eve/ • database ).
 4__ Set _ pt (x ) v -i Control _ select ( x , y ) v -« Control ( y )
 v System _ stable (system, stable ).
 5__ -i System_ stable (system, stable).
_________ (note: x ie equivalent to stable)._______________________
System _ ,sftz&/e (system , stable )
-i Ser _ pt 0c ) a  —i Control _ select fyc ,y  )
 ^ A Control ( y ) a  System _ stable (system , stable )
-i Set _ pt (stable ) a  -i Control _ stable (x ,y  )
a  -i Control Control _ select (stable )
Control _ stable (stable . v } 
a  i Contro
Control (y  )
-i Control
Control _ stable (stable , y )
Resolvent=0-> TRUE (Theory Proofed)
Fig 6.5 Resolution tree for deductive database
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Fig 6.6 Architecture of the Deductive Database 
6.7 S i m u l a t i o n
To evaluate the performance of the proposed KBMS implemented by 
the PID approach, a simulation of a laser cutting process has been 
developed in a C environment. This simulation however does not 
reside in the PID-KBMS and is used only as a validation tool for the 
proposed control system.
Hence, the respective engines were statistically tested against a 
model(equation 6.6) of the heat transfer process. The measurands 
are the laser power and temperature of a simulated laser cutting 
process, the controlling parameter being the surface temperature of 
the metal being processed.
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Heat Energy =
dT
(MC)p - ^ - =  A ' l q - Ur f T p - Ta ) ]  (6 .6 )
Integrating equation (6.6),
H - U l I T ' - T J  2 (6 .7)
Q l - U Ll T p - T ah
But as the change in time is very small, Ta = constant.
_ Q2 ~ UlAT2 
Qi ~ Ul ATx1 =  "  -  ( 6 . 8)
T herefo re ,
H \ =  Ul [AT! -  AT2] (6.9)
Results from the simulation were then plotted together with the 
results from the process model as shown :
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23.4 23.8 24.023.6
□ Model Temperature(C)
♦ PID-KBMS
Fig 6.7 Model laser power /PID-KBMS
laser power versus Temperature
From Figure 6.7, it can be observed that at the activation of the 
alarm calls, resulting from the deviation of the measurand from the 
control set-point, the PID-KBMS control algorithm alters the laser so 
as to minimize the difference. This was done by using the control 
error deviation, i.e. between the temperature set-point and the 
actual temperature being measured in process, as a correcting factor 
with which to adjust the laser power. For this simulation, the 
number of iterations necessary to obtain steady state control is never 
greater than ten. This further proves the high sensitivity of the 
KB MS.
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6.8 Image acquis it ion system setup
The image acquisition setup is as shown in Figure 6.8. Although the 
material ejected from the underside of the workpiece is a highly 
transient dynamic phenomenon, it emits a relatively homogenous 
irradiance signature which has three distinct conical zones. The 
cone (Figure 6.9 and Figure C-2) characterises the physical 
relationship between the cut quality and the rate of material 
removal and hence is used as a parameter for the decision support 
system (PID-KBMS) when justifying a good cut. The set up consists 
of a CCD camera mounted on an aluminium holder attached to the 
laser head. The focus length is set at 500mm and the camera is 
focused on the surface of the material to be cut. The camera is 
mounted in a fixed position such that the laser cutting process is 
always in the field of view. From the histogram of the cone scene 
acquired during cutting 3mm mild steel, it can be observed that 
there exists three clusters of pixel grey levels showing the presence 
of three distinct cone regions (Figure 6.10).
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CCD black/white 
camera
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A m p l i f i e r
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ITEX 151 Series 
Image Processor 
-Frame GrabberPC
Fig 6.8 Image Acquis i t ion System S e t u p
Fig 6.9 Image of  a spark cone
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 0  Number of Pixels
Fig 6.10 H istogram  of the cone fo r  3mm th ick  m ild s te el
Note: Only the histogram of the cone area is
p lo tte d
6.8.1 C o ne  an a ly s is
Several image processing techniques [14] were reviewed for use in 
the analysis of the cone. The Hough transform[15] and the angular 
section [16] technique were tested but were found to be too slow 
to be useful for the analysis of the laser interaction process. It was 
thus decided to produce an alternative algorithm for the image 
analysis. The image analysis task can be segmented into three
parts, they are;
(i) Edge detection using a 'swinging pendulum' 
a lgorithm
(ii) Calculation of the cone angle
(iii) The template matching
6.8.2 Edge detection and calculation of the cone angle
As seen from the histogram plotted, there exists three distinct grey 
levels of significant intensity in the spatial distribution of the exit 
cone. Only the most intense pixel grey level value is used to 
characterise the exit cone. A pendulum algorithm was developed 
which takes into account the presence of the specified cone pixel 
and ignores the rest of the image. The method hence allows a fast 
computation of the cone angle. The 'pendulum' algorithm for the 
cone angle calculation is as follows; Let Nx and Ny denote the 
spatial length of the image. Let Pnxi, and Pnyj denote the pixel 
local location. For every grey level value, let F(G)-> F(G) 3
X i  G = 255
( >  F (G )N x .N y) :{ PnxO, Pnxl, ....., PnxN PnyO, Pnyl, ...., PnyN }T
=  0
denote the grey level cluster. Where G is the grey level code , i.e. ;
G->{0, 1, ... , 255). Let A be a partial recursive function such that
Af: ( Af(0,0): (xO,yO}:F(G) (nx,ny)
Af(n,n): (xn,yn}:F(G) (nx,ny)).
Next, defining a constraint function;
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F(G) = { 1, Af(0,0) II Af(n,n) : F(G){Pnx, P n y } T  (6 .10)
{ 0, Af(0,0) II Af(n,n) : F(G){Pnx, Pny}T
The partial recursive function Af is tested in a 'swing' motion from 
a local origin of Nx/2, Ny/2. Upon detecting the first and last 
occurrence of a common pixel value, the function Af is indexed by 
1 and the location of the pair of pixels is stored in an array. The 
recursion function is then stepped through the next layer of the 
image until the full image frame is processed. At each co-ordinate 
pair, the local gradient is calculated. When the gradient averages 
within a pre-set error limit, the angular orientation is calculated 
and set against the pixel location array. In order to decrease 
computation time, only the most intense cone half angle is 
calculated (i.e. the angle between the cone edge and the vertical, - 
see Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12).
Af: F(G)( P(Nx/2), P(Ny/2) } (6 . 11)
Af:F(G)=l F(G){ P0(xli>yij), P0(x 2i>2j) ) 
Af:F(G)=l F(G){ P n ^ .y , ; ) ,  Pn(x 2i>2j) ) else F(G) = 0;
(6 . 12)
M:
A  X error
i = 0
) 3 error( ))
(6 .13)
= limit p (G )= l : TAN-i(l/ M) (6 .14)
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Fig 6.11 Exit Cone Image with cone half  angle = 10.204 
degrees
Fig 6.12 Exit Cone Image with cone half  angle = 34.606  
d e g r e e s
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The cone analysis system developed acts as a support module for 
the PID-KBMS. The final hybrid system is to be used to train both
the laser system and technicians in the real time judgement  of cut
quality.  For every thickness of a specific material,  there is an 
approximate ideal cone image; hence, for a range of thicknesses of 
the material as well as for a range of different materials, there is a 
need for a very large amount of data storage. This is of course not
pract ical and hence a line representat ion of  the cut cone is
implemented for material cut classification. A two dimension 
representation is included in the system to provide a play back 
facility for the technician's cognition. The 'swinging pendulum' 
algorithm was used to produce the orientation and location array. 
The final array was then used to generate a spatial representation 
of the cone (Figure 6.13).
I f  AST SO O A R f
Fig 6.13 Line representat ion o f  the reference cone
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Note: The black lines represent the rest of the pixel grey level.
6.8.3 T e m p la t e  m a tc h in g
During the real-time processing of the material, the acquired image 
is compared with reference image data, to generate a cone error 
value. Two methods for the template matching procedure were 
considered. The correlation of the two images was initially carried 
out in the frequency dom ain but was found to be too 
computationally intensive. A least square algorithm was then 
used to calculate the deviation between the reference image and 
real time image. The calculated deviation provides a control signal 
for the cutting process via the PID-KBMS. The algorithm is as 
follows:
Let the real input image be Ireal and the reference image be Iref. 
The transform function that convolves the reference image with 
the real input image is Trf. Let N denote pixel location.
Ireal (i,j)= Trf(ij) Iref(i,j) (6 .15)
Let the regressor be R(i,j);
R(i,j) = [ lref(0,0), Iref(0,10, ... , Tref(512,512)] t (6 .16)
Let the Transform function be T';
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T  = [ Trf(0,0), Trf(0,l), ... , Trf(512,512) ] t (6 .17)
Rewriting equation (6.16);
Ireal = T  R(ij) (6 .18)
Let eLMS be the least square error and h the step size for iteration. 
Writing in the least square parameteric equation;
T  = T ( i - l j - l )  + AR(i,j)eLMS (6 .19)
eLMS= (1/ftR(i.j)}(T' - T '( i - l j - l )  ) (5 .20)
The LMS value hence serves as a quantifier for relating the cone to 
the quality of cut (Table 6.1).
F ig u re s  com pared  
with Figure 6.11 
(at the cone region 
only)
Mean Square Error Root Mean Square 
E rro r
Figure 6.12 0 .0 0 4 4 9 7 5 0 .0 6 7 6 0 8 2
Table 6.1 LMS values of the im ages
6.8.4 S y s tem  o p e ra t io n s .
The PID-KBMS developed is structured on the architecture of
knowledge based management system (see Figure 6.14). An expert
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system is coupled into the PID-KBMS which provides the user with a 
consu lta tion  fac ility  for iden tify ing  m ateria ls  w ith  particu lar 
machining properties. By providing a predictor mechanism and a 
deductive  database, a p r i o r i  approxim ation of the machining 
param eters can be obtained from past m emories of true cut 
parameters. The user initiates the system after obtaining the 
approxim ate data values, these values are the process control 
variables that would enable a satisfactory material quality cut. An 
on-line system driver which operates both the laser pulser unit and 
the TNC 155AR (see Figure C-3) x-y table for the flying optics is 
incorporated into the PID-KBMS (see Figure C-4). The selected 
dependent and independent variables are automatically fed into the 
on-line system driver to set up the conditions for laser machining. 
Sensory input for control comes from the intensity probe attached 
onto the laser nozzle head (see Figure C-5). The intensity value of 
cut is then fedback to the PID KB MS for adaptive control of the 
cutting process (see Figure C-6). A CCD camera is attached to a frame 
that moves with a fixed focal length to the point of cut. Data 
acquisiton is done on the PC to provide the user with a rote training 
of the conditions of a good cut via the spark cone angle and spark 
distribution. In order to limit the PC working memory so that a good 
control response time is achieved, the in terface for the cone 
acquisition and training is set on the Sun_4 (see Figure C-7), the 
results are displayed on the PC via the network (see Figure C-8).
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Fig 6.14 Hybrid Decision Support System for the
tasking and control of the MFKP CQ2 laser 
for material processing
6.9 C o n c l u s i o n
The PID-KBMS was tested using a simulation of a laser cutting 
process. In this application, the material surface temperature is 
evaulated for a variable laser input power. However, for the 
proposed KBMS design, there is no constraint in the number of 
related process variables that can be considered. The data for the 
simulated EDB includes specification of the material as well as of the 
cut required. The whole system runs under a graphical virtual 
operating system created in object oriented code. The PID-KBMS 
was tes ted  using a s im u la tion  m odel be fo re  its actual 
implementation. Whilst this treatise has of necessity described the
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proposed design as a modular system which indeed it is, it must be 
em phasised  that the system  is tightly  coupled  in softw are  
architecture for the rapid collection and processing of real time data. 
Data acquisition is achieved utilising board-level algorithms. The 
system performed well in that a very close approximation to the 
prediction was obtained as the amount of data collected increased. A 
rapid image analysis algorithm for measurement of the exit spark 
cone has been developed for the final hybrid system. The edge 
detection algorithm  utilises a swinging pendulum technique to 
perform edge detection on the spark cone. This method is very 
e ffec tive  in com pressing  the am ount of data , consequently  
subsequent data processing is rapid. For this application a least 
square template matching technique was adopted, cross correlation 
in the frequency domain was found to be too slow; however, we are 
currently investigating the possibility of optical cross correlation, 
which is an extremely fast technique. The error signal from the LMS 
matching and the calculated cone angle were input into cone decision 
support system (CDSS). The final combined system of the CDSS and 
PID-KBMS results in a hybrid intelligent decision support system (see 
Figure C-9) for the tasking, control and consultation for a laser 
manufacturing workcell.
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
AND FUTURE WORK
7.1 G e n e r a l  c o n c lu s io n s
For most engineering systems, the general control theory defines 
the system framework and a major part of its structure. Providing 
parameter estimation procedures are adequate, parameters may be 
determ ined  by s tra igh tfo rw ard  experim enta l m ethods, m inor 
uncertainties in the structure are quantified  by using final 
validation arguments and iteration through the procedures. For 
some very complex systems - like laser materials processing and 
biosystems - in addition to the parameters, a large part of the 
structure may be unknown due to softness; even details of the 
framework may be ill - defined and hence unavailable. As a 
consequence, control engineering techniques must be combined
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with expert insight to infer unknowns in the framework and 
structure from the available information.
This treatise proposes the use of unified bond graph theory in 
knowledge control modelling (KCM) for the construction of state 
space artificial intelligent systems for process control. In KCM there 
are three stages in the design of an intelligent control system: 
physical representation, bond graph representation and the State 
Space Bonding Graph (SSBG). This unification of both the intelligent 
system and process models using bond graphs allows design of the 
flow of both data and system events. The PID-KBMS was initially 
tested using a simulation of the laser cutting process. In this 
application, the cut material surface irradiance and exit spark cone 
angle is evaluated for a variable laser input power. However, for 
the proposed KBMS design, there is no constraint in the number of 
related process variables that can be considered. The data for the 
simulated extensional database(EDB) includes specification of the 
material as well as the required cut quality. The whole system 
runs under a graphical virtual operating system created in object 
oriented code. The PID-KBMS was tested using a Fourier simulation 
model before its actual implementation.
Whilst this treatise has of necessity described the proposed design 
as a modular system, which indeed it is, it must be emphasised that 
the system is tightly coupled in software architecture for the rapid 
collection and processing of real time data. Data acquisition is 
achieved utilising board-level algorithms. The system performed 
well, in that a very close approximation to the prediction was 
obtained as the amount of data collected increased.
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A rapid image analysis algorithm for measurement of the exit spark 
cone has been developed for the final hybrid system. The edge 
detection algorithm utilises a swinging pendulum technique to 
perform edge detection on the spark cone. This method is very 
effective  in com pressing  the amount of data, consequently  
subsequent data processing is rapid. For this application a least 
square tem plate  m atching technique was adopted and cross 
correlation in the frequency domain was found to be too slow; 
however, optical cross correlation is currently being investigated, as 
this is an extremely fast technique. The error signal from the least 
mean square(LMS) matching and the calculated cone angle were 
input into the Image D iscrim inator Decision Support System 
(IDDSS).
The final combined system of the IDDSS and PID-KBMS results in a 
hybrid intelligent decision support system for the tasking, control 
and consultation for a laser manufacturing workcell.
The prediction of the machining process control parameters for the 
expert system was done via genetic alogrithms. The genetic 
algorithm was then run on a Sun-4 Workstation to generate a range 
of pulse lengths and pulse separations for different values of laser 
mean power. The predicted pulse values and velocity were then 
used to cut the corresponding workpiece. Experimental results of 
the cut obtained show a favourable accuracy in relation to the 
predicted values.
Laser materials processing is a highly non-linear process. Chaotic 
dynamics can be observed when the cutting control parameters are
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set to particular values. An investigation was thus conducted into 
the existence of chaos as well as the possibility for process 
parameter prediction using the information stored in the phase 
portrait of the dynamic system. A one-dimensional heat transfer 
model was derived and using the property of the Melnikov integral, 
the condition for the onset of chaos was verified for small 
perturbations in the cutting rates and thermal properties of the
m aterial. By using the isoclines approach, a method of
approximating the initial cutting rates from the system phase 
portrait was established. The predicted cutting rates were tested 
against actual cutting rates. The predicted cutting rates for 
stainless steel (C34 SS304 2B) agree extremely well with the
experimental results. This in conclusion validates the suitability of 
using the proposed method as a prediction mechanism for laser
cutting.
7.2 Future work
A proposed development method for designing the information 
systems was presented in Chapter 5. The hybrid system, named 
"Lamarckism Implicit Expert System" (LIES) comprises the second- 
order PID KBMS and the IDDSS. The architecture of LIES was based 
on a knowledge based management system. Although the hybrid 
expert system works well for the tasking and control of the CO2 
laser, further improvement in the form of a neural-network like 
architecture is recommended.
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In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in studying 
the m echanism s and structure of scheduling in a computer-
integrated manufacturing (CIM) environment. This has led to the 
development of new scheduling models, such as petri-nets, time- 
augmented petri-nets, fuzzy scheduling model and neural net 
scheduling model. The basic underlying factor in scheduling is in 
the notion of synchronisation and an orderly approach to the
command, control and communication (C 3) between each active 
node element of the overall CIM structure.
CIM scheduling can be vaguely regarded as a dynamic process
control problem, whereby, the feedforward or feedback elements 
are the scheduling  priorities that enable  the m anufacturing  
organisation to rem ain within a 's teady-sta te ' p rofit  margin.
However, it is a fact that at each different hierarchy of the 
organisation, random phenomena in C3 can be observed i.e. changes 
in a pa rt icu la r  departm ent or level causes a pertu rba tion  
elsewhere along the chain of the manufacturing structure.
An important point to note is that even if a change in a department 
occurs, these changes are constrainted by the framework of rules 
pre-set by the organisation structure. Hence, these cause-and- 
effect phenomena can be viewed as deterministic  changes or 
'deterministic chaos'. By considering a KBMS architecture to replace 
the node of a neural net, chaotic dynamics can be controlled with a 
high efficiency via the individual KBMS junctions thus providing 
both tasking and controlling functions. Possible areas of application 
of the neural-KBMS architecture would be in the area of scheduling
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of computer-integrated-manufacturing systems and system control 
in high level controllers.
In Chapter 2, the genetic algorithm was used to predict optimal 
cutting rates for a pulsed laser cutting process. A further extension 
of this new laser prediction scheme would be in the investigation of 
predicting the optimal nozzle height; gas pressure and laser focal 
height for laser-material processing.
In laser-materials processing, dynamic chaotic phenomena were 
observed, transient interaction characteristics were then proved to 
exist, Chapter 3. The phase portrait of the cutting process was then 
exploited to predict the laser machining parameters. Further 
research in the area of deterministic chaos should be pursued in:
(i) Reaction characteristics of the material thermodynamic 
properties and the machining parameters.
(ii) Comparison of different phase portraits and Poincare' 
maps for different materials.
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APPENDIX A
System electrical circuits
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APPENDIX B
SSB G
STATE SPACE BONDING GRAPH(SSBG)
A state space bonding graph is basically a structure of quadtuples 
comprising of query(Q), rules(R), conditions(C) and relations(Rel).
ie. SSBG = J3(Q, R, C, Rel);
where
Q = {Ql, Q2, Q3 Qn) is a finite set of queries.
R = { Rl, R2, R3, ...Rn) is a finite set of rules.
C = { Cl, C2, C 3, Cn} is a finite set of conditions.
Rel = { Rell, Rel2, Rel3, ...Rein) is a finite set of relational properties 
(ie n > 0)
This graph structure is used after modelling the intelligent system using 
the bond graph to trace the system analysis of the input queries. SSBG is 
subdivided into four stages: the input or query state, the rule or 
conditional argument stages, the conditional stages and the relational 
stages. SSBG allows data fusion between the state space of the meta- 
knowledge and the state space of the process to be controlled (ie. process 
dynamics).
CONSTRUCTION OF THE SSBG:
i) A query is first input to the SSBG.
B-l
— ►<£>
Fig B-l Graph ofR(Querv)
ii) The query then multiplexes in the rule kernel.
R2
R4
FigB-2 Graph of fi(Querv. Rule) 
i = N
L Q : V R u l e s  < -  { > R u l e s  i  }
=  0
iii) Validated rules satisfying the query are then summed and mapped 
as input to the conditions kernel.
B-2
*R1
*R2
C2
C3
*R4
Fig B-3 Graph of fi(Query, Rules. Condition)
note: An asterisk^*) is tagged to the rules to provide a count for the total 
number of truth rules for the driving force strategy threshold and to 
denote which rules were fired.
1 Q  -  > { V R u l e  : 3  ( a Q  }
iv) Rules that satisfy the condition and relational attributes are 
validated.
B-3
Fig B-4 Graph of fi(Querv. Rules. Condition. Relation)
1 V R u l e s  ( c o n d i t i o n s , r e l a t i o n s  ) a Q u e r y  ( c o n d i t i o n s , r e l a t i o n s  ) 
-  > 3 ( R u l e s i  Q u e r y  ( c o n d i t i o n s , r e l a t i o n s  ) )
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Photographs of system and cut materials
